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Abstract
The large pronunciation variability of words in conversational speech is one
of the major causes of low accuracy in automatic speech recognition (ASR).
Many pronunciation modeling approaches have been developed to address
this problem. Some explicitly manipulate the pronunciation dictionary as
well as the set of the units used to define the pronunciations of words. Other
approaches model the pronunciation implicitly by using long duration acous-
tical context to more accurately classify the spoken pronunciation unit.
This thesis is a study of the relative ability of the acoustic and the pronun-
ciation models to capture pronunciation variability in a nearly state of the art
conversational telephone speech recognizer. Several methods are tested, each
designed to improve the modeling accuracy of the recognizer. Some of the
experiments result in a lower word error rate, but many do not, apparently
because, in different ways, the accuracy gained by one part of the recognizer
comes at the expense of accuracy lost or transferred from another part of the
recognizer.
Pronunciation variability is modeled with two approaches: from above with
explicit pronunciation modeling and from below with implicit pronunciation
modeling within the acoustic model. Both approaches make use of long
duration context, explicitly by considering long-duration pronunciation units
and implicitly by having the acoustic model consider long-duration speech
segments.
Some pronunciation models address the pronunciation variability problem
by introducing multiple pronunciations per word to cover more variants ob-
served in conversational speech. However, this can potentially increase the
confusability between words. This thesis studies the relationship between
pronunciation perplexity and the lexical ambiguity, which has informed the
design of the explicit pronunciation models presented here.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Speech recognition technology has advanced enough to be commercially us-
able for a variety of specialized tasks, such as small vocabulary and restricted
grammar dialog systems, and even dictated speech [67]. However, accurate
recognition of spontaneous conversational speech remains elusive. Much of
the difficulty can be attributed to pronunciation variability of words. In con-
versational speech, the pronunciation of a given word depends on the words
and phrases around it [34, 4], its syntactic, semantic and prosodic role [15],
speaking rate [96, 24], the regional accent [97], the environment [46] and
emotional state of the speaker [2, 75].
A typical large vocabulary speech recognizer consists (approximately) of
three parts. The language model which models the relationship between
words, while the pronunciation model which models the relationship between
words and sub-word units (such as phonemes). The third part is the acous-
tic model, which models the relationship between sub-word units and some
representation of the sound waveform.
In reality, the responsibilities of the language, pronunciation and acoustic
models are not disjoint. For example, a pronunciation model commonly in-
cludes a dictionary that maps words to tri-phones. Ideally, the pronunciation
model would model the pronunciation differences due to co-articulation, rate-
of-speech and so on. But it is often convenient to model coarticulation due
to neighboring words within the language model by introducing multi-words
with specialized pronunciations (KIND OF ⇒ KINDA).
Similarly, it is difficult to exclude the acoustic differences due to co-arti-
culation from the acoustic models. So pronunciation variability is partly
modeled by the acoustic models as well. It is difficult to get a word error
rate improvement on conversational speech by manipulating only the pronun-
ciation model without corresponding modifications in the acoustic model.
Experiments show that under some circumstances, pronunciation models
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are responsible for a significant fraction of the errors in a speech recognizer
[94, 60, 82]. Yet, straightforward extensions of the pronunciation models
have been only moderately successful on conversational speech, not yield-
ing the great word error rate improvements locked within the pronunciation
variability problem.
On the other hand, substantial improvements in accuracy can be achieved
using acoustic models which consider long duration acoustic context. This
long duration context allows the acoustic models to capture coarticulation
effects, which is formally the domain of the pronunciation model.
This thesis is a study of the relative ability of the acoustic and the pronun-
ciation models to capture pronunciation variability in a nearly state of the
art conversational telephone speech recognizer. Several methods are tested,
each designed to improve modeling accuracy of the automatic speech recog-
nition (ASR). Some of the experiments result in lower word error rate, but
many do not. This is apparently because, in different ways, the accuracy
gained by one part of the recognizer comes at the expense of accuracy lost
or transferred from another part of the recognizer.
Pronunciation variability is modeled with two approaches: from above with
explicit pronunciation modeling and from below with implicit pronunciation
modeling within the acoustic model1. Both approaches make use of long
duration context, explicitly by considering long-duration pronunciation units
and implicitly by having the acoustic model consider long-duration speech
segments.
1.1 Thesis outline
In Chapter 2 we provide a (non-exhaustive) overview of the large amount
of existing research on pronunciation modeling. The overview covers both
explicit pronunciation modeling in terms of symbolic units, and implicit pro-
nunciation modeling within the acoustic models. We also explore the re-
lationship between the pronunciation perplexity and lexical confusability of
the recognizer.
Finally, we discuss the circumstances under which allowing additional con-
text independent pronunciation perplexity is expected to improve recogni-
1The names implicit and explicit pronunciation modeling come from [35].
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tion, and present a motivation for our explicit pronunciation experiments.
To illustrate the question, consider a pronunciation model that provides two
alternate phonetic pronunciations for a given word:
ACCOMPANIMENT⇒ AH K AH M P N AH M AH N T
⇒ AH K AH M P N IY M AH N T
On one hand, using two pronunciations rather than one covers more ob-
served pronunciation variants of that particular word. But on the other hand,
a sub-word acoustic model (IY) will appear in more words on average. So
even if a sound is observed that fits a particular acoustic model well, there
is more uncertainty about which word could have produced it. Introducing
more pronunciations per word also introduces more confusability between
different words and recognition quality may suffer. In Chapter 2, we explore
the conditions under which such additional pronunciation perplexity raises
or lowers the recognizer accuracy.
Because pronunciation variability of conversational speech touches all com-
ponents of a speech recognizer, we need a realistic system in order to test
our pronunciation modeling hypotheses. We build a near state-of-the-art
baseline recognizer based on dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs). Chap-
ter 3 provides the background on DBNs, and describes how they can be used
for speech recognition. It also describes the implementation details of the
baseline recognizer, the datasets used, and the evaluation strategy.
Chapter 4 describes the selection of the language model (LM) for our
recognizers. It provides the background for LM smoothing techniques and
describes their interaction with model pruning, which is necessary for large
vocabulary conversational speech systems.
In Chapter 5 we describe a general tool for generating phonetic pronunci-
ations from word spellings. It is used to generate pronunciations for words
and word fragments which are encountered in our training speech corpus and
are missing from existing dictionaries.
Chapters 6 and 7 present the actual explicit and implicit pronunciation ex-
periments. In Chapter 6, we design “corrective” pronunciation units which
augment the triphone pronunciation model of the baseline to fix the common
recognition mistakes it makes. Informed by the past pronunciation model-
ing experiments (Chapter 2), we design the new pronunciation units not to
3
increase pronunciation perplexity.
Our experiments were performed on large subsets of the Fisher conver-
sational telephone speech corpus. Due to the size of the training data and
computational constraints, we could not compare the traditional and pro-
posed approaches using the absolute word error rate, and instead we had
to compare the performance between systems having a constrained model
parameter budget. The upshot of these experiments is that while the word
error rate did not improve, we were able to reach the same accuracy using a
model with fewer parameters.
In Chapter 7 we describe two implicit pronunciation modeling experiments,
in both of which the acoustic models model longer-duration segments of
speech, but in quite different ways. In the first experiment, we first look for
a sequence of phonetically similar acoustic observations, and summarize them
with a representative observation. The acoustic context of a given observa-
tion grows by the number of neighboring observations that were summarized
away. This simple approach does improve the recognition accuracy, while
reducing the computational cost of training.
The second implicit pronunciation modeling experiment tests the effect of
low pass filtering the posterior distributions of phone given the observations.
The filter window lengths are longer than the context length considered by
typical recognizers. This approach is similar but much simpler than some
previously published approaches. While the word error rate (WER) im-
provement is not reported, the frame classification accuracy improves across
almost all phonemes, and not just for the long duration ones.
Chapter 8 at the end of the thesis reviews the key findings, discussing
experiments that worked, experiments that should have worked but didn’t,
possible explanations, and possible future work.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND
A high-level overview of state of the art of ASR systems is presented in Fig. 2.
This thesis focuses on recognition of large vocabulary conversational speech
which remains difficult, with the best systems having accuracy of around
14% WER in 2009.
Figure 2.1: WER of top ASR systems for various types of speech
participating in the NIST competitions, 1988-2009 [66, 72]. 1k, 5k and 20k
refer to vocabulary size, and 1X and 10X refer to real-time and 10 times
slower than real time recognition systems. This thesis focuses on
conversational English telephone speech, colored red in this chart.
Experiments show that much of the recognition error can be blamed on
pronunciation variability. Therefore handling the pronunciation variability
well is critical to building an accurate speech recognizer [94]. The next sec-
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tion describes the various ways to model pronunciation variability explicitly.
Section 2.2 describes the situations where added pronunciation perplexity can
be expected to improve the recognizer, and the last section talks about the
pronunciation modeling taking place implicitly within the acoustic models.
2.1 Explicit pronunciation modeling
This section describes the most direct family of approaches which we call
explicit pronunciation modeling. Explicit pronunciation modeling primarily
deals with the selection of the set of sub-word units and the design of the
pronunciation dictionary in terms of the sub-word units. This contrasts with
the pronunciation variability that is implicitly captured within the acoustic
models which is discussed in the next section.
A great deal of research has been done on explicit pronunciation models.
In [90], Strik presents a summary of almost 100 articles on this topic. At
its simplest, explicit pronunciation modeling consists of selecting a phone-set
and constructing a pronunciation dictionary.
This manual pronunciation dictionary can be improved by learning rules
mapping canonical base pronunciations to the surface pronunciations actu-
ally observed in the training data [79, 23, 80]. Words in frequent phrases
sometimes have strong co-articulation effects on the pronunciation of other
words in the phrase. Explicitly adding such phrases to the pronunciation
dictionary along with their idiosyncratic pronunciations often improves the
WER [87].
Another kind of explicit pronunciation modeling uses syllable sub-word
units. Syllable units are compatible with speech production models and
are important in speech perception [32, 74, 63]. Syllables are stable units,
having a deletion rate of 1% while phoneme deletion rate is 12% [33]. Syllable
models allow lower entropy acoustic models when they are possible. In [33],
Greenberg shows that the pronunciation variability of a given phone depends
on the phone’s position in the syllable. The syllable onsets are likely to
be preserved, nuclei are more likely to be substituted but remain vocalic,
and codas are more likely to be deleted. The syllable models allow low-
entropy observation probability densities for states representing onset phones,
while triphone models use the same high-entropy density for phones in onset,
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nucleus and coda.
Syllable models were proposed in the 70’s [26] and a number of syllable-
based ASR systems have been built for both small [28] and large vocabulary
recognition [27, 84, 28, 83, 39, 38]. They generally perform on par with
triphone models. However in all of the published experiments we’ve come
across, the syllable models were context-independent — a major disadvantage
against triphone models.
Triphone and syllable models can be further specialized and trained for
different rates of speech. In [96], Zheng, Franco, and Stolcke train two sets of
triphone models, one each on examples faster and slower than the median du-
ration. The decoder hypothesizes two different pronunciations at each word
transition, one using the fast models and one using the slow models. This
approach lowers the WER on top of the gains from a multi-word dictionary,
even if the total number of parameters in a model is kept constant. Indirect
evidence for usefulness of this approach is also found in [8] where prosodic
correlates of phone duration are used but the duration itself is not used.
During decoding, the recognizer hypothesizes not only the sequence of
acoustic units, but also their duration. The WER improvement in [96] can
perhaps be further improved if the fast or slow pronunciation model is deter-
mined by the word duration hypothesized by the decoder. For example, the
fast pronunciation may be disallowed if the hypothesized duration is longer
than the median duration for the word, and the short pronunciation is disal-
lowed if the word ends before its duration reached the median pronunciation.
We have not verified the effectiveness of this change.
It is sometimes difficult to tell what is actually modeled by explicit pro-
nunciation models. For example, even though triphones (and quinphones)
are explicit pronunciation models, it is uncertain what the triphone actually
learns to model through data-driven training. The phoneme boundaries are
not explicitly specified, and the triphone may simply represent some unknown
sub-word unit that sounds like other sub-word units in other words.
2.2 Pronunciation variability’s contribution to WER
The WER is a complicated function of the way language, pronunciation and
acoustic models interact. Traditionally each of the models was designed
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independently of the others, but recently work has been done to design the
models so they work well together. A language model quality measure has
been developed that takes into account a particular acoustic model used in
a recognizer [77]. Approaches have also been developed to jointly optimize
the language and acoustic models [18, 54] and to optimize the pronunciation
model in context of a given acoustic model [93].
In this section we look at how the pronunciation model interacts with
the acoustic model. Specifically, we define pronunciation perplexity and and
explore the conditions under which additional pronunciation perplexity can
be beneficial to the overall WER of the recognizer.
2.2.1 Pronunciation perplexity
We define pronunciation perplexity as
2H(S|W )
where W is a distribution of word-like units (words, short phrases), and S
is a distribution of sequences of symbolic pronunciation units (phones, tri-
phones, sub-phone states, etc.), and H is entropy in bits. The perplexity is
minimized at value 1, when a word can only be pronounced as a single se-
quence of pronunciation units. With this definition, it is possible to compare
pronunciation perplexity even between systems where the pronunciation unit
sets differ.
To make this definition unambiguous, we have to clarify the boundary
between the acoustic model and the pronunciation model which uses symbolic
pronunciation units. For example, lets call A the system which uses a 2-
component Gaussian mixture model (GMM) for an acoustic model and a
single pronunciation phonetic dictionary as the pronunciation model. Define
system B as having a pronunciation model with two alternate pronunciations
for every phoneme, with the distribution over variants being the same as the
mixture weights in system A, and an acoustic model consisting of a Gaussian
for every phoneme variant. Is the single pronunciation system A equivalent
to system B which provides 2n different pronunciations for every n-phoneme-
long word?
There are three distinctions between systemsA andB. The first distinction
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deals with the cut-over point in the recognizer between where viterbi and
summing take place. Or in other words, what constitutes the hidden state in
the model? In the 2-GMM model, which component generated the acoustics
for a given frame is not part of the hidden-state: the Gaussians components
are summed. In the 2n model, the decoder makes a hard choice about which
single component generated the acoustics. Typically, the summing takes
place in the acoustic model, while viterbi takes place in the pronunciation
model. Pronunciation perplexity applies only to symbolic units to which the
viterbi algorithm is applied in the recognizer.
The second (less formal and more conceptual) difference lies in the way
the acoustic training data affects the model. The pronunciation model can
be (and often is) specified without the use of the acoustic training data,
while the acoustic model is trained primarily from the acoustic training data.
Pronunciation perplexity applies to those units that we may reasonably want
to train from knowledge sources other than the acoustic speech data.
The third important distinction is that states define a history: the state
one is in determines where one can go next; the mixture component does
not.
Given these three differences, pronunciation perplexity is unambiguously
defined. Systems A and B differ by all three of these criteria, with model A
having a single pronunciation per word while model B has 2n pronunciations
for every n-phonemed word.
2.2.2 Recognition on synthesized data
In a set of illuminating experiments in [60], McAllaster, Gillick, Scattone, and
Newman explore the error contributions from the pronunciation and acoustic
models. They present evidence that there is a significant mismatch between
the acoustic and pronunciation models and data.
The authors train two acoustic triphone models: pg(o|q) and pr(o|q) on
two disjoint sets of Switchboard conversational speech data. In these distri-
butions, o is the acoustic feature observation and q is the triphone cluster
that could have generated the observation. The authors use pg(o|q) to gen-
erate synthetic acoustic feature observations O from either word or phonetic
transcriptions of a part of the Switchboard corpus. Then they perform recog-
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nition of the synthetic data with a recognizer which uses the pr(o|q) acoustic
model. See Figure 2.2 for an overview of the process.
Recognizer                         
WER
Speech
Training Dataset 1
Transcriptions
p
g
(o|q)
p
r
(o|q)
Dictionary
Phonetic
 or 
Word
Transcriptions
Word
Transcriptions
Acoustic
Features
O
r
 or 
O
p
 or 
O
w
Speech
Training Dataset 2
Transcriptions
Figure 2.2: An overview of the McAllaster, Gillick, Scattone, and
Newman’s experiment of ASR on synthesized data [60]. The acoustic
features can be either real speech Or or they can be synthesized by acoustic
model pg(o|q) from manual phonetic transcriptions Op, or from word-level
transcriptions and a canonical pronunciation dictionary Ow.
Synthesizing O by pg(o|q) guarantees that the true distribution of the
data pg(o|q) is included in the family of distributions considered during the
training of the recognizer. In this sense, there is no mismatch between the
acoustic model and the data. The only difference between pg(o|q) and pr(o|q)
used by the recognizer is due to the differences in the training speech data.
Performing ASR with the recognizer on real (non-synthesized) speech Or
is the baseline, with WER of 49%. Running the same recognizer on the
synthetic data Ow synthesized from word transcriptions using the canonical
dictionary pronunciations, the WER drops from 49% to 11%. This shows
that by improving pronunciation and acoustic models, it is possible to reduce
WER by 38% absolute, even if we keep the language model fixed.
In the second experiment, the authors generate synthetic Op data from
manual phonetic transcriptions instead of using the word transcriptions with
canonical pronunciations. Running the same recognizer on Op observations
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lowers the WER from 49% to 44%, just 5% better than the WER on real
(not synthesized) data. This suggests that poor pronunciation modeling is
responsible for most of the error when the acoustic model pr(o|q) matches
the observations well. To verify this, the authors ‘cheat’ by adding all the
non-canonical pronunciations of words that occur in the test set into the
recognizer’s pronunciation dictionary, and performing the recognition on Op
again. The WER further improves from 44% to 34%.
However, if the recognizer with the augmented dictionary is run on real
data Or, the WER increases from 49% to 61%.
To summarize, this experiment shows two things. First, the recognition
of the conversational speech can be improved greatly by developing better
pronunciation and acoustic models (49% to 11% WER). Second, this exper-
iment shows that given a perfect acoustic model, growing the pronunciation
model so it can choose among more pronunciations per word is helpful (44%
to 34% WER), if the extra pronunciations are chosen well. However, if we
use an acoustic model with a high model/data mismatch, growing the pro-
nunciation model is harmful (49% to 61% WER), even if it is grown in an
optimal way, with only the pronunciations known to be in the test set.
In the extreme case, the recognition can be performed on a (presumably
perfect) human-transcribed phonetic transcription. The acoustic model is
bypassed entirely, and cannot contribute any errors to the recognition. One
such experiment is described in [58], where a word in the lexicon is defined
not as a string of phonemes, but as parallel strings of articulatory features.
In this experiment, a word is defined via seven strings of articulatory fea-
tures describing the discretized position and degree-of-opening of the lips,
tongue tip and tongue body, glottis and velum. The decoder then predicts
a sequence of words given the sequences of articulatory strings. Pronuncia-
tion perplexity is introduced by allowing substitutions of feature values and
by allowing asynchrony between articulatory features. For example, a word
may be pronounced canonically, and it may also be pronounced with the
lips delaying or advancing their state transition by one position within the
word’s articulatory pronunciation. The WER is not reported, but the word
classification error drops from 64.8% for the recognizer without asynchrony
to 37.3% for the recognizer with asynchrony.
In another experiment [81], Ristad and Yianilos create a ‘surficial pronun-
ciation model’ in which they grow the lexicon with pronunciation variants
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seen in Switchboard training data, similar to the experiments by Mcallaster
et. al. [60] described above. Using manual phonetic transcriptions as obser-
vations, they report a WER of 18.61% using the original lexicon, and 12.63%
using lexicon enlarged with pronunciations from the training data.
In the cases where the acoustic model/data mismatch is non-existent, al-
lowing more pronunciation perplexity improves the WER dramatically. In
cases where the acoustic model/data mismatch is high, such as in conversa-
tional speech, the picture is less clear. In theses cases, we know of no ex-
periments which lower the WER simply by replacing a pronunciation model
with one that allows more pronunciation variants. It is sometimes possi-
ble to obtain WER improvements through introducing a small number of
pronunciation variants combined with acoustic model retraining.
The next section discusses explicit pronunciation models in which pro-
nunciation perplexity is allowed to grow and describes the conditions under
which additional pronunciation perplexity is beneficial.
2.2.3 When is pronunciation perplexity helpful
The synthesized data recognition experiment from the previous section shows
that permitting more pronunciation variability through explicit pronuncia-
tion modeling is beneficial only if the acoustic model can accurately discrim-
inate among the sub-word units. The meaning of “accurately” depends on
the recognition task and is difficult to characterize. Nevertheless, we can still
describe the conditions under which additional pronunciation perplexity can
be expected to improve the WER.
A survey of the literature summarized in Figure 2.3 shows that increasing
pronunciation perplexity is helpful in systems with low starting WER and
harmful on the challenging tasks where the starting WER is high. The WER
change caused by increasing the perplexity of the pronunciation model is a
nearly linear function of the starting WER (correlation R2 = .71). The trend
appears to be true across different kinds of speech data and ASR systems.
In particular, this trend is true for a variety of pronunciation models, some
of which are described below.
In the JHU/CSLP 1996 workshop, the participants experimented with us-
ing decision tree (DT) pronunciation models for n-best rescoring on Switch-
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Figure 2.3: Results reported in literature showing changes in WER as the
number of pronunciations per word is grown at various starting WERs. The
data points are: Livescu 2006[55, 56], Sethy 2003[84], Hain 2005[36], Zheng
2000[96], Fosler-Lussier 1996[23], Fosler-Lussier 1999[24], Hamalainen
2007[39] Holter 1998[43], Riley 1995[79] and Riley 1999[80]. Some reports
describe multiple datasets and multiple ASR systems. The correlation
coefficient is R2 = .71
board conversational speech corpus [23]. There was a slight improvement
when the canonical pronunciations were replaced by pronunciations automat-
ically learned from the training data (static dictionary), however allowing
multiple pronunciations via the dynamic decision-tree-based pronunciation
graphs performed worse than the static dictionary. In [24], similar experi-
ments are performed on the easier Broadcast News corpus, and they also fit
the trend.
In the JHU/CSLP 2006 workshop, the recognizer was built using articula-
tory features (tongue, lips and glottis) instead of phonemes as pronunciation
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units, and pronunciation variability was modeled as asynchrony between the
articulatory features [55, 56]. On Svitchboard[52] data, models with allowed
asynchrony (and thus more pronunciations per word) underperformed the
same models with no asynchrony, although a similar approach was beneficial
when performing recognition on careful phonetic transcriptions [58].
Allowing sub-word state skips is another way to grow the pronunciation
model in a context free way. Experiments show that this also hurts the WER
on MALACH [84] and Switchboard [24] datasets (Figure 2.3 does not have
a data point for the later experiment).
It is also possible to reduce the pronunciation perplexity of an existing
recognizer. For example, shrinking an existing human-made multi-pronuncia-
tion dictionary shows improvement on Switchboard data [24] and on other
datasets [36].
In Figure 2.3, the experiments marked with ‘Hain 2005 ML’ all use the
same recognizer trained with the maximum likelihood criterion. Similarly,
‘Hain 2005 MPE’ experiments all use the same recognizer trained with the
minimum phone error criterion [36]. Presumably, the minimum phone error
recognizer has a better acoustic model (lower model/data mismatch), and so
growing the pronunciation perplexity is less harmful for the MPE than it is
for ML, even though the WER difference between MPE and ML is not very
large. The lowest starting WER point even benefits slightly from growing
the pronunciation perplexity.
Systems with low WER benefit from more pronunciations per word. Allow-
ing alternate multi-path syllable models [39] has yielded a slight improvement
on the Spoken Dutch Corpus (described in [70]) and multiple phonetic pro-
nunciations improved the already low WER even further on the DARPA RM
and NAB tasks [79].
The trend in Figure 2.3 is not absolute. We found at least two systems
with a high starting WER where increasing pronunciation perplexity helped
when combined with acoustic retraining. In [96], two sets of triphone models
are trained, one for fast speech and one for slow speech, and the decoder
can choose at the word boundary to use one or the other set of triphones for
the following word. The baseline has only a single set of triphones trained
on both fast and slow speech. Pronunciation perplexity grows in the two
phone-sets system, and yet this system outperforms the baseline, lowering
the WER from 41.6% to 40.9%. It appears that a WER improvement is
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possible despite the growth in perplexity when the hypothesized strings of
acoustic models are substantially different, even at high WERs. Even in this
case, having more specialized acoustic models without adding pronunciation
perplexity helps more. In a similar system, with 3 triphone sets, the third
set being used exclusively for multi-words, the WER drops by 0.9%.
In [80], Riley et. al. generate a pronunciation lattice for every word by
training decision trees which map the canonical pronunciation to pronuncia-
tions actually observed in conversational speech as determined by human
transcribers. Recognizing with these pronunciation lattices improves the
WER even on the difficult Switchboard task, and this result does not fit
with the trend shown in Figure 2.3. One possible explanation for this may
be that the starting (baseline) dictionary was of low quality. It would have
been interesting to see how the single most likely pronunciation extracted
from the lattice compared to the dictionary where multiple pronunciations
are permitted by the lattices. Even in this experiment, we see that permit-
ting multiple pronunciations helped more on a recognizer with a low starting
WER than one with a high starting WER. We should mention that the
authors were surprised by the many variants of this experiment where grow-
ing the pronunciation perplexity made the WER worse, as predicted by our
trend line. For example the identical experimental setup that lowers the
WER 12.7% → 10.0% on the easier Broadcast News corpus raises the WER
44.66% → 46.14% on the harder Switchboard corpus. Only the experiment
that is most out-of-line with the trend is plotted in Figure 2.3.
There are some practical implications from the above experiments. First,
when comparing or designing new pronunciation models, the pronunciation
perplexity should be controlled. Second, for high WER, the biggest improve-
ments can be had from improving the acoustic model, either directly by
improving the front-end, or by limiting the perplexity of the pronunciation
model through the use of contextual constraints.
2.2.4 Context
The goal of low pronunciation perplexity should be reconciled with the huge
pronunciation variability that occurs in conversational speech. See [33] for 80
different phonetic pronunciations of the word AND encountered in the Switch-
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board corpus. The distribution of pronunciations of AND is close to Zipf’s
law, and has an entropy of 4.6 bits. Other common words have similar
distributions of pronunciations. Section 2.2.3 shows that for most conver-
sational speech systems, increasing the pronunciation model entropy by 4.6
bits will degrade WER. In order to model pronunciation variability, almost
all pronunciation perplexity must be disambiguated by context.
Short-duration context has been successfully incorporated into the acous-
tic models. For example, triphone models substantially improve the WER.
Through context, they allow pronunciation variability while keeping the pro-
nunciation perplexity at the same level as for monophone models.
Adaptation techniques which remove variability due to speaker, channel
and noise differences can be considered as using global context to select
(adapt) the acoustic model [7]. These adaptation techniques include vocal-
tract length normalization, MLLR, spectral and cepstral mean subtraction
and cepstral variance normalization. They have been critical for lowering the
WER for conversational speech[36] and they also do not increase pronuncia-
tion perplexity.
The pronunciation and acoustic models sometimes address the same issues,
and sometimes jointly ignore others. For example, the traditional triphones
already do a good job modeling phone substitutions and deletions [47]. Tan-
dem models show an additional improvement by representing short-duration
context. And yet these same issues are addressed by skip-state pronunciation
models [84] and some versions of articulatory-feature asynchrony models [56].
On the other hand, the pronunciation variability due to the word’s long-
term context or prosodic role is not captured by either the standard acoustic
or pronunciation models. Using multi-words (e.g. GOING TO → GONNA) in
the language model addresses the problem for the worst offenders by at least
allowing the highly coarticulated pronunciation [59], but it also undesirably
increases pronunciation model (or language model) perplexity. Conditioning
acoustic models on rate of speech [96] also shows improvement but again in-
creases pronunciation perplexity. Systems where the acoustic and language
models are conditioned on prosodic factors show statistically significant im-
provements in careful experiments [16, 8].
In some circumstances the standard models are incapable of learning the
difference between two different words because they have similar or identical
phonetic transcriptions. For example word pairs like KNOW and NO have iden-
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tical phonetic (and syllabic) transcriptions, and the recognizer must rely on
the language model to choose correctly. Even worse, words like RIGHT and
I have different phonetic transcriptions, but in conversational speech RIGHT
tends to be pronounced as I, and so the pronunciation and acoustic models
may actually contribute to the confusion between the words. Both these
word pairs were among the most confused in the JHU WS 06 experiments
[55]. Other frequently confused word pairs were also generally acoustically
similar monosyllabic words.
A possible solution is to model monosyllabic words with units distinct from
general-purpose syllables or phones. For example, the expected duration of
the word KNOW is 80ms shorter than of the word NO [28]. This distinction
can be captured by a special whole-word model just for these words. In [28],
a 2.4% absolute WER improvement is reported if mono-syllabic words and
syllables are modeled separately.
While none of the approaches described in this section so far increased
pronunciation perplexity, the majority of approaches are some combination
of increased context and increased pronunciation perplexity. In such cases it
is difficult to tell what affects the WER more and so such experiments do
not belong in plot on the Figure 2.3.
To summarize the two sections above, in designing conversational speech
recognizers, it is critical to handle a lot of pronunciation variability without
introducing a lot of perplexity into the pronunciation model. This can be
done by providing many pronunciations for the same thing, but conditioning
them on wider context so that only one pronunciation is allowed to be active
at the same time. The best results are achieved when the acoustic models
are retrained for a particular pronunciation model, or better yet, the acoustic
and the pronunciation models are jointly trained. The next section describes
approaches where the pronunciation is modeled implicitly within the acoustic
model.
2.3 Pronunciation modeling in the acoustic model
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) commonly used for speech recognition as-
sume that the observations are conditionally independent given the hidden
state. However this assumption does not hold for speech signals. The current
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observation depends on the hidden state and also on the nearby observations.
To put it another way, the identity of a phoneme (or even a context-dependent
phoneme) depends not just on the instantaneous spectrum but also on long
term evolution of the spectrum. For this reason, most LVCSR systems in-
clude long-term acoustic context in the acoustic model in some way. This
section describes some of the ways in which long-term acoustic context is
incorporated into the acoustic model.
With the help of acoustic context, it is easier to disambiguate the pro-
nunciation variability present in conversational speech. Providing additional
acoustic context to the acoustic model does not increase the pronunciation
perplexity as described in Section 2.2.3, so the approaches here should be
useful even in recognizers with a high starting WER. Another advantage is
that the acoustic models are optimized jointly with the part of the pronun-
ciation model responsible for alternate pronunciations - they are the same
thing.
A disadvantage of this approach is that the pronunciation modeling in the
acoustic models is treated as black box. It is difficult to analyze the acoustic
model to see just what kind of pronunciation variability is captured. It is
difficult to even separate pronunciation modeling from the acoustic modeling
of individual speakers or background noise or channel effects. Nevertheless,
ASR systems have been incorporating progressively more acoustic context in
more complicated ways into the acoustic models. In this section we describe
some of the approaches which make use of progressively longer context, some
of which are also used in our experiments.
2.3.1 Using context in acoustic models
Many approaches can be described within the same framework. A string
of observation frames is used to create an intermediate representation that
better captures the dependencies between neighboring frames, and the in-
termediate representation is used in the recognizer both for decoding and to
train the acoustic model. Some function
f : O2n+1 ⇒ Y
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is applied to a vector of 2n+1 frames [oi−n, ..., oi, ...oi+n] centered on frame i,
with each frame o ∈ O, and creates the intermediate representation yj ∈ Y .
For many choices of f , j = i so one feature vector yi is generated for every
input frame oi. We now describe some of the implicit pronunciation modeling
techniques in the order of increasing complexity.
Augmenting velocity and acceleration
A frequently used transformation f is
f∆([oi−n, ..., oi, ...oi+n]) = [oi,∆i,∆∆i]
which simply concatenates oi with the estimates of the slope or velocity (∆i’s)
and curvature or acceleration (∆∆i’s) of oi as a function of time. The velocity
is typically computed with a regression function using two neighboring frames
on each side (n = 2).
Hybrid models
Another approach is the hybrid approach [61]. It first trains a multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) to perform phoneme classification at the frame level, and
uses the normalized activations as the probability distribution of the phoneme
given the frame and its neighbors. The MLP typically uses 9 input frames
(n = 4). If we let
x = [oi−n, ..., oi, ...oi+n]
the transformation is defined as
fhybrid(x) =
MLP (f∆(x))∑
MLP (f∆(x))
In this case fhybrid takes place of the mixture-of-Gaussians acoustic model
and the phone posteriors are used directly as “virtual evidence”.
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Tandem models
Yet another approach is the ‘tandem’ model introduced by Sharma, Herman-
sky and Ellis [85], which combines fhybrid and f∆ transformations:
ftandem(x) = [f∆(x), PCA(log(MLP (f∆(x))))] (2.1)
Figure 3.7 shows a block diagram of a particular tandem model. In this
case, a mixture-of-Gaussians acoustic model is trained on ftandem(x) out-
puts. The log() ‘undoes’ the non-linearity at the MLP’s output layer. This
makes the posterior phone distributions more Gaussian so that the mixture-
of-Gaussians fits them better. Principal Component Analysis is then applied
to log(MLP (f∆(x))) to decorrelate the resulting features. The resulting fea-
ture vectors are truncated (projected onto the largest principal components)
to reduce the dimensionality of the vectors while retaining as much as of the
total variance as possible. The PCA followed by truncation is denoted as
PCA() in Equation 2.1.
Recognizers using the tandem observation features have been used success-
fully to lower the WER in large vocabulary speech recognition [98, 10].
TRAPs
In [41, 42], Hermansky, Sharma, and Jain introduce TempoRAl Patterns
(TRAPs) for speech recognition. A TRAP feature is constructed for every
critical band in the speech frequency range by training a MLP classifier which
uses as input the critical band log-energy trajectory over a duration of 101
frames (1 second of speech). The TRAP targets are phones. The outputs of
the TRAP MLPs are fed into a combining MLP MLPcombine(), the outputs
of which are concatenated with the 9 frame MLP as in the Tandem model:
fTRAP (x50) = [ftandem(x9), PCA(log(MLPcombine(x50)))]
where xn = [oi−n, ..., oi, ..., oi+n].
In [62], Morgan, Chen, Zhu and Stolcke show that combining TRAPs with
a tandem system improve recognition on conversational speech against a
high-quality discriminatively trained baseline (37.7% ⇒ 34.4%). In [13],
Chen, Zhu and Morgan show that a two-layer MLP using TRAP MLPs as
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input and first hidden layer, and MLPcombine() as a second and output layers
outperform a single hidden layer MLP which uses critical band log-energies
as inputs and a comparable number of parameters.
fMPE
In the fMPE approach [76], a large number (∼100k) of Gaussians are
extracted from an existing mixture-of-Gaussians acoustic model, and the
likelihood of each frame in xn is calculated against each Gaussian. The
authors use a window of 19 frames (xn = x9). The 19 posterior vectors are
partitioned into 7 groups, the vectors in each group are averaged, and the
group average vectors are concatenated, yielding a vector h with 700,000
elements. The feature transformation for fMPE is defined as
ffMPE(x9) = oi +Mh
where M is a wide matrix trained using the on-line perceptron algorithm with
a minimum phone error (MPE) objective. The transformed features are then
used to do a ML update to the acoustic models, and the whole procedure
can be iterated. This approach also gives significant WER improvements
on conversational speech against a state-of-the-art baseline. On the NIST
CTS task with a speaker independent system, the improvement was 27.9%
⇒ 26.9% for a system using fMPE+MPE against a system using only MPE
training.
We should also mention that the feature transformation function f need
not create an output feature vector for every input frame, and the n in xn
can vary throughout the utterance. These kinds of transformation functions
are closer to the segmental models described in [71].
Explicit and implicit pronunciation modeling can be (and typically are)
used together in a recognizer. For example, a multi-word dictionary with a
triphone acoustic model can use TRAP features. In the following chapters
we present experiments with both kinds of pronunciation modeling.
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Chapter 3
DYNAMIC BAYESIAN NETWORKS FOR A
VERY LARGE SPEECH DATABASE
This chapter provides an overview of dynamic Bayesian networks in Sec-
tion 3.1, and describes how they can be used for continuous speech recogni-
tion in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 describes the implementation of the baseline
speech recognizer used in our main experiments and justifies some of its
design choices.
Many aspects of the baseline system are tuned and analyzed, partly to
make it of sufficient quality so that improvements against it would be rele-
vant, and partly to compare the relative benefit of the techniques proposed
in this thesis against the benefit of well known techniques.
3.1 Background
Many successful statistical ASR systems trace their beginnings to the work
of Jelinek and others at IBM [44]. The goal of a statistical ASR system is
to come up with a most likely sequence of K words W1...K that may have
generated the observed sequence of T acoustic observation vectors O1...T . So
we are looking for
W ∗1...K = arg max
K,W1...K
p(W1...K |O1...T )
or equivalently, because O1...T is fixed,
W ∗1...K = arg max
K,W1...K
p(O1...T ,W1...K)
Estimating or even representing the true distribution p(O1...T ,W1...K) with-
out any further assumptions is not practical because of the huge number of
possible word and observation sequences. To solve this, the large state space
of the two random variables (RVs) O1...T and W1...K is represented as an
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equivalent marginal of a joint distribution of a set of n RVs X = X1, ..., Xn,
and some of these RVs are made conditionally independent of each other.
This conditional independence allows us to represent the joint distribution
p(O1...T ,W1...K) compactly. For example, if X is a distribution that can be
represented by 6 random variables X1, ..., X6 each with cardinality 2, the
joint distribution is p(X1, ..., X6) requires 2
6− 1 = 63 parameters. If some of
the RVs are conditionally independent in such a way so we can write
p(X1, ..., X6) = p(X1)p(X2)p(X3|X1, X2)p(X4|X3)p(X5|X3)p(X6|X4, X5)
(3.1)
we need only 1+1+4+2+2+4 = 14 parameters to describe the distribution.
Conditional independence among the random variables also allows us to
estimate p(O1...T ,W1...K) from a limited amount of training data. Finally it
allows us to do probabilistic inference over the RVs in X : given some set of
observed evidence RVs O ⊆ X , and some query RVs Q ⊆ X in which we are
interested, we can efficiently compute the distribution p(Q|O).
We can draw Eqn. 3.1 as a graph, where every RV is a node and the set
of its inbound edges specifies a conditional probability of the node given its
parents, as in Figure 3.1. Such a graph is called a Bayesian network.
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Figure 3.1: The Bayesian network for the example distribution in Eqn. 3.1
We can use dynamic Bayesian networks (DBN) to represent a set of vari-
ables as they evolve over time. A DBN is a sequence of Bayesian networks
X1, ...XT , each with identical graph structure and identical conditional prob-
abilities. Additionally, RVs in the ith DBN Xi can have parents in preceding
DBNs Xj, j < i. If the RVs in Xi only have parents in Xi−k, k = 0...n, this
is called a n-order DBN, analogous to n-order Markov chains. A DBN can
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grow as necessary to cover observation sequences of different lengths.
In general, to solve the inference problem p(Q|O), we fix the O nodes to
their observed values o, and marginalize over the non-query RVs:
p(Q|O = o) =
∑
X∈X\Q∪O p(X )∑
X∈X\O p(X )
(3.2)
The order in which we marginalize away the RVs X ∈ X \ Q ∪O in the nu-
merator and X ∈ X \ Q in the denominator is important. Through elimina-
tion, it is possible to create a partly marginalized distribution which is speci-
fied with many more parameters than the original non-marginalized distribu-
tion. The increase in the number of parameters of the partially marginalized
distribution is exponential in the number of parents, children and parents of
children of the RV being eliminated. Picking the variable elimination order
that minimizes the sizes of the partly marginalized distributions on the way
to p(Q|O) is an NP complete problem.
The numerator and denominator distributions of Eqn. 3.2 can be efficiently
computed using the junction tree algorithm [45] if the joint distribution is
represented as a DBN. The same algorithm can also calculate the single
most likely assignment to Q instead of Q’s marginal distribution. As a
sub-problem, the junction tree algorithm also must select a good variable
elimination order. On the DBNs used for speech recognition, this is an
important problem, where a difference between a good and a bad elimination
order can mean a 1000-fold difference in memory requirements and compute
time.
The problem of learning the distribution p(X ) from training data can be
solved with the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [20, 5]. The EM
algorithm is an iterative meta-algorithm, designed to find the model parame-
ters which maximize the likelihood (ML) of the observed RVs in the presence
of hidden RVs.
The main idea is to compute the model parameters which maximize the log-
likelihood of the data with the hidden RVs marginalized. The expectation of
the log-likelihood is taken over the hidden RVs given the observed RVs. The
expectation uses an existing estimate of model parameters. So if Z = X \O
is the set of the hidden RVs, and λ(i) is the estimate of the model parameters
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at iteration i, the λ(i+1) parameters are estimated as
λ(i+1) = arg max
λ
EZ|O;λ(i) [log p(X ;λ)] (3.3)
Eqn. 3.3 is guaranteed not to decrease the log-likelihood of the observed
data log p(O;λ(i)) at every iteration i but does not guarantee that the global
maximum will be reached. The EM update equations have been derived
for discrete distributions, for mixture of Gaussians models, and many other
kinds of distributions.
A special case of the DBN is the hidden Markov model (Figure 3.2), for
which the inference and training algorithms were developed before the algo-
rithms on general DBNs, and which has traditionally been used for statistical
speech recognition[78]. The junction tree algorithm reduces to the viterbi
and the forward-backward algorithms, and the model is estimated with the
Baum-Welch algorithm [3] which is an instance of the EM meta-algorithm.
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Figure 3.2: The hidden Markov model is a special case of the DBN. It
consists only of the (shaded) observed and the query nodes. As any DBN,
the template can be unrolled an arbitrary T times.
Probabilistic inference and EM parameter estimation on DBNs consisting
of discrete random variables and continuous random variables with certain
conditional distributions is implemented in the Graphical Models Toolkit
(GMTK) [6]. GMTK is a general DBN toolkit, but it is designed to work
efficiently with the large DBNs used in speech recognition.
3.2 Continuous speech recognition with DBNs
DBNs can handle sequences of unknown and observed random variables and
they can construct the joint distribution by incorporating information from
a variety of external sources. This makes them well suited for speech recog-
nition, and they have been used for this purpose in previous work.
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The different sources of information going into the recognizer typically
include at least three parts: The first part is the language model, which con-
cerns itself with the distribution over possible sequences of words
p(W1...K , K). The second part is the pronunciation model, which maps a
word sequence into a sequence of pronunciation units, such as context depen-
dent phonemes and the third part is an acoustic model, which is a continuous
distribution over the acoustics given a sub-word unit. Each of the three mod-
els (or distributions) have very different characteristics and are often trained
with different techniques from different sources information.
In [7] Jeff Bilmes shows how all three speech recognizer components can
be concisely represented within the DBN framework: mixtures of Gaussians
for the acoustic models, decision trees for context dependent pronunciation
models, as well as interpolated and backed-off n-gram language models (see
Chapter 4). Besides the three main speech recognizer components, DBNs
can represent other techniques commonly used in speech recognition, such
as principle component analysis, acoustic classifier combination and some
acoustic adaptation techniques.
In [100], Geoff Zweig gives a thorough overview of inference and learning
with DBNs, and also uses DBNs for large vocabulary isolated word classifica-
tion. He uses the additional flexibility of DBNs to reach a higher classification
accuracy over HMMs.
In this section we describe in detail the DBN for our baseline continuous
speech recognizer. It is derived from the recognizer used in JHU 2006 speech
and language processing workshop [55].
3.2.1 Refining the state space
During training and recognition, RVs represent the complete state of the
language, pronunciation and acoustic models for every observation frame.
The state for each frame contains the word, sub-word unit, and the sub-
word unit substate. Because we are using only word-internal context, the
addition of shorter-duration units to the state is a refinement of the state
space described by the larger units. The RVs representing this pattern are
shown in Figure 3.3. Variants of this pattern were previously described in
Chapter 6 of [100] and also in [55].
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Figure 3.3: The RVs in two neighboring frames t− 1 and t which
participate in the state refinement pattern. Dashed node boundaries mean
that the RVs are deterministic given their parents, and square node
boundaries mean that the RVs are discrete.
All the RVs in Figure 3.3 are deterministic given its parents. The subUnit-
Countert keeps track of the position within the unit in terms of sub-units.
It is a counter running from 1 to the number of sub-units in in the unit.
Its cardinality is the longest sub-unit string for any unit. The degenerate
probability distribution
p(subUnitCountert|subUnitCountert−1,
subUnitTransitiont−1, unitTransitiont−1)
is defined by applying one of the following rules to subUnitCountert, in order
of preference.
1. Reset to 0 whenever there was a unit transition in the previous frame
(unitTransitiont−1 is true).
2. Increment if subUnitTransitiont−1 is true.
3. Set equal to subUnitCountert−1 otherwise.
The distribution p(subUnitt|subUnitCountert, unitt) is the definition of
the unit in terms of sub-units, which comes from some external information
source.
The RV unitTransitiont is a binary variable which becomes true when
triggered by some condition of sub-units. For example when each unit ends
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in a special end-of-unit sub-unit, we can make unitTransitiont true when
both the subUnitTransitiont is true and the subUnitt is set to end-of-unit.
This simpler approach works when it is acceptable to have a special end-
of-unit sub-unit take up an extra observation frame. This is the case for
relatively long units, such as utterances or words. When we cannot have
an observation-emitting end-of-unit sub-unit , we can have a “last state”
table for every unit, so that a unitTransitiont requires a subUnitTransitiont
and also for subUnitt to be in its last state. This structure is necessary for
short units, such as phones in terms of sub-phone states. unitTransitiont’s
relationship to unitt is analogous to subUnitTransitiont’s relationship to
subUnitt. The former is an example of the structure with end-of-unit sub-
unit, while the later is an example of using a “last state” table.
3.2.2 The decoding DBN
The decoding DBN of our triphone baseline ASR system is shown in Fig-
ure 3.4.
The center portion of the graph represents a typical non-edge frame t.
For each utterance consisting of T frames, the center portion of the graph
is replicated (unrolled) T − 2 times so the DBN spans the duration of the
utterance.
Consistent with the previous figures, shaded nodes are observed, and un-
shaded nodes are hidden. Circles denote continuous RVs and squares denote
discrete RVs. A node with a dashed frame is deterministic, in the sense that
its conditional entropy given its parents is 0. A dashed incoming edge into
a node is used to switch the node’s distribution conditional on the node’s
remaining parents.
All our utterance transcriptions begin and end with the special start-of-
utterance and end-of-utterance words. The phonetic word pronuncia-
tions also end in the special end of word EOW marker. Therefore, the first and
last frames of the DBN have more observed states to define the boundary
conditions.
wordt, prevWordt, and wordTransitiont encode the trigram language
model described in Section 3.3.4. If wordTransitiont−1 = 1, the smoothed
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Figure 3.4: The DBN for the baseline word-internal triphone decoder using
a trigram language model.
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trigram language model
p(wordt|wordt−1, prevWordt−1)
is used. Otherwise, wordt is deterministically set to the value of wordt−1.
Minor variations of the refinement pattern in Figure 3.3 repeat two times
during decoding, refining word → sub-word unit → substate.
The RVs phoneCountert, phonet, subPhoneCountert and subPhonet de-
scribe the pronunciation model. Their conditional distributions follow the
refinement template. subPhoneCountert ranges over two or three states, de-
pending on the phone. The number of substates for each phone is given in
Appendix A.1.
The prevPhonet and nextPhonet RVs are used to implement the triphones.
p(prevPhonet|prevPhonet−1, phonet−1, phoneTransitiont−1)
simply copies phonet−1 or prevPhonet−1 into prevPhonet based on whether
phoneTransitiont−1 was true or not. The distribution for nextPhonet is
defined so
p(nextPhonet|wordt, phoneCountert) = p(phonet|wordt, phoneCountert+1)
In case phoneCountert points past the end of the word, nextPhonet is set
to EOW.
prevPhonet, nextPhonet and subPhonet are combined to select the Gaus-
sian mixture RV statet. The distribution
p(statet|prevPhonet, nextPhonet, subPhonet)
encodes the rules learned through decision tree clustering of triphones. The
observation model p(Obst|statet) is a Gaussian mixture. The triphone clus-
tering and the acoustic model are described in Section 3.3.6.
subPhoneTransitiont is a binary RV that depends non-deterministically
on the current frame’s subphone, and is true only in the last frame of the
current subphone. During decoding, wordt, subPhoneTransitiont and Obst
are the only RVs that are non-deterministic given their parents. The other
RVs and their distributions are there just for maintaining the hidden state
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in each frame.
Applying the junction tree algorithm to this DBN merges all the hidden
RVs from within the same frame in one large clique (some of the RVs may
come from the next or previous frames, depending on the chosen elimination
order). In this case, the junction tree algorithm treats the DBN as an HMM,
where all the hidden RVs form the HMM’s hidden state, and the observed
Obst variable depends only on the hidden state in frame t.
As is typical in continuous speech recognition, the state space in each frame
is too large to explore completely. Therefore, all of the decoding is done
with fairly aggressive beam pruning: at each frame t only the 10000 highest
likelihood hypotheses are retained out of all the legal value assignments to
the hidden variables.
3.2.3 The training DBN
The DBN for word-aligned training (Figure 3.5) is similar to the decoding
DBN, except in the way the language model RVs are treated. During training
the refinement pattern from Figure 3.3 is used once more, refining utterance
→ word.
At the utterance → word level, the transcription is specified by the wordt
and wordCountert RVs. wordCountert specifies the position of the word in
the utterance, and the actual wordt RV depends on the position. The utter-
ance RV is not specified, but a different distribution p(wordt|wordCountert)
is given for each utterance. The wordTransitiont RV is a binary variable
which is true only if a word is ending in frame t.
Since Figure 3.5 depicts word-aligned training, both wordTransitiont and
wordt are observed. For embedded training where the word boundaries are
not specified, the only change to the DBN would be making wordTransitiont
and wordt hidden.
Multiple pronunciations in training and decoding can also be implemented
by introducing a new variable pronunciationt with distribution
p(pronunciationt|wordt, pronunciationt−1, wordTransitiont−1)
which depends non-deterministically on wordt, if wordTransitiont−1 was
true, and otherwise would deterministically copy the value of pronunciationt−1.
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Figure 3.5: The DBN for the word-aligned training of a baseline
word-internal triphone speech recognizer.
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3.2.4 Cross-word triphone DBN
We’ve also attempted to construct a cross-word triphone recognizer in which
the triphone context can span word boundaries, rather than being word-
internal. The cross-word training DBN that was acceptable to GMTK is
given in figure 3.6.
In the cross-word triphone DBN, the conditional probabilities for prev-
Phone and nextPhone become more complicated. Instead of copying the
value of phone into prevPhone on each word transition, phone is copied into
prevPhone only if phone is not EOW. Otherwise prevPhone its value from the
previous frame.
The right context nextPhone is set in the same way as the word-internal
version, unless it’s about to be set to EOW. In that case the nextPhonet is
assigned nextPhonet+1 which propagates forward all the way to a frame t+k
in which wordTransitiont+k is true, at which point nextPhonet+k is assigned
the first phone of the next word nextPhonet+k = phonet+k+1.
Because a frame depends on the future frames, the cross-word triphone
DBN is not a first order DBN, but the training and inference algorithms
can theoretically handle it. However, training with this cross-word DBN
was slower by about factor of 30. The cause for this was nextPhonet’s
dependence on the RVs from the future: nextPhonet+1 and phonet+1. This
dependence comes into play only when wordTransitiont was true, but the
GMTK inference engine was considering all possible values for nextPhonet
regardless of whether wordTransitiont = 1 was hypothesized, because it has
no way of knowing this ‘conditional dependence’ without analyzing the actual
conditional probability distribution table. It is likely that future versions of
GMTK will be able to handle this case efficiently.
Making only the left context cross-word and the right context word internal
made training and testing practical. However the WER slightly increased in
the left context cross-word: from 53.0% to 53.6%. This happens possibly be-
cause word-boundary left context was not distinguished from word-internal
left context, and so the triphone clustering had no way to learn separate mod-
els for word-internal and word-boundary contexts, even though the acoustics
were different. This was not explored further, since our main experiments
did not require a cross-word recognizer.
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3.3 The baseline recognizer
This section describes the details of the baseline recognizer used in our
main experiments, and also describes experiments used to justify some of
the choices made during its design.
The baseline system includes some of the techniques that have traditionally
yielded WER improvements, but some important improvements (e.g. vocal-
tract normalization, MLLR, gender- and speaker-dependent models) were not
included due to time constraints. Many aspects of the system were tuned
on the Fisher corpus to get the best WER possible given the computational
constraints.
Even though the outcomes of the experiments below could be anticipated,
the experiments were performed to have a baseline against which one could
quickly eyeball the WER contributions of an experiment’s changes along
multiple factors. For example, adding new pronunciation units might double
the number of model parameters, which could be compared against doubling
the components per mixture. Additionally, with these experiments one can
see when the benefits of extra training are no longer worth the extra compute
time, which is significant on the Fisher Corpus.
The experiments all differ slightly across the sections below, and the WERs
are thus not comparable between sections.
3.3.1 The datasets
The Fisher conversational telephone speech corpus [19] was used in our speech
recognition experiments. The 2000 hours of speech was divided into training,
development and test sets of roughly 80%, 10% and 10% respectively. The
train, development and test set boundaries fall on conversation boundaries,
so no conversation can span two sets. All training (including the language
model) used the training set exclusively, tuning was done on the Dev set,
and the test set was only used for reporting results.
The Fisher corpus segments the raw conversation recordings into utter-
ances, and transcription is performed only on segments where speech is
present (which is about 1/3 of the time of the actual recording). The obser-
vations are extracted only from the speech waveform for which transcriptions
exist.
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3.3.2 Front-end processing
The telephone signal is transmitted in the 0-4 kHz frequency band and the
original Fisher recordings are sampled at 8 kHz. The recordings are further
band-pass filtered using 125 Hz-3800 Hz band. This filtering was found in [37]
to slightly improve the WER when the features are extracted as described
here.
The acoustic observation features o (described in the next section) are built
upon 12 perceptual linear predictive coefficients (PLPs) [40], plus the 0th
PLP coefficient, taken every 10ms on a 25ms Hamming-filtered window. The
coefficients are augmented with the coefficient velocity and acceleration for a
total of 39 features per observation vector. The observations are then mean
and variance normalized per conversation side, as recommended in [37]. Then
the observations are filtered with an auto-regressive moving average (ARMA)
with an order-2 filter as described in [51]. These 39-element vectors are called
PLP+∆+∆∆.
The ARMA filtering was found to be helpful on the Aurora data set (noisy
telephone speech for digit and digit-string recognition). ARMA filtering does
not reduce the WER substantially on clean speech, while greatly improv-
ing the WER on noisy speech. The improvements are present regardless of
whether mean-variance normalization/ARMA filtering took place before or
after the velocity and acceleration computation step.
No attempt was made to check whether the ARMA filtering was as bene-
ficial on conversational speech as on continuous digit recognition.
The PLP features without ARMA filtering were used as inputs for the
training of multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) (See Section 3.3.6). The MLP
outputs concatinated with ARMA-filtered PLP features were then used in
the tandem models. The ARMA filtered features could successfully be used
as MLP inputs as well [14].
3.3.3 Pronunciation model
Even though a multi-pronunciation dictionary for the Fisher corpus was avail-
able (as described in Section 5.5), we chose to derive from it a single pronun-
ciation (spron) dictionary for the baseline recognizer.
The spron dictionary is derived by running the EM algorithm on the
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training DBN augmented with the pronunciationt RV, as described in Sec-
tion 3.2.3. In this way the distribution p(pronunciationt|wordt) over pro-
nunciation variants is estimated, and the most frequent variants are retained
for the single pronunciation dictionary.
There is evidence that a carefully designed spron dictionary outperforms
mpron dictionaries on conversational telephone speech [35]. This is still true,
but to a lesser extent even when discriminative training of the acoustic model
is used.
Interestingly, the advantage of the spron over the mpron dictionary in-
creases as the recognition task becomes more difficult. Low WER speakers
are harmed by switching to a spron dictionary while high WER are helped
by the switch (see Fig. 4 in [35]). The same paper also shows that going from
mpron to spron raises the WER on well recognized read speech and lower
the WER on the more difficult conversational speech. See Section 2.2 for a
more detailed exploration of this trend.
In our own experiments with a monophone recognizer on conversational
speech, the single pronunciation dictionary outperformed the multi-pronun-
ciation dictionary: 63.9% to 64.7% WER. The decoding was also faster by a
third. Therefore, the spron dictionary was used in the baseline experiments.
3.3.4 Language model
The language model (LM) used in the baseline is selected based on ex-
periments described in Chapter 4. The LM is a backed-off, Good-Turing
smoothed, entropy-pruned 3-gram model with a 10,000 word vocabulary.
The LM distribution is modified with insertion penalty a and scale b of
the form
a+ b log(p(wordt|wordt−1, prevWordt−1))
The penalty a controls the rate of word insertions: if a is smaller, longer words
will be preferred and there will be fewer of them. The LM scale b controls the
relative confidence of the LM against the acoustic model. (See Section 4.1.1
for typical values of a and b.) Both a and b are tuned to minimize the WER
on the development set. It is not readjusted for experiments other than the
baseline, which may slightly disadvantage the experiment scores against the
baseline.
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3.3.5 Word-aligned training
To speed up training, one can specify hard word boundaries during train-
ing, instead of allowing the word boundaries to range anywhere within an
utterance.
In our experiments, the word boundaries are determined by force-aligning
training data to word transcriptions using a monophone model. This boot-
strap model itself is trained without specifying hard word boundaries.
Without specifying word boundaries, it took around 18 days to train the
bootstrap model on a 32-CPU cluster using 80% of the Fisher corpus. With
word boundaries specified, the training took only 3.5 days, almost 6 times
faster. As expected, the accuracy dropped somewhat: from 64.7% to 65.6%
WER on a monophone model. Since most of our experiments required the
model to be re-trained from scratch, the lower training time required is well
worth the slightly lower WER for these experiments, so word-aligned training
is done whenever possible.
To speed up training further, we reduced the amount of training data used
to train the Gaussian models from 80% to 21%. As a result the WER of a
triphone recognizer increased from 50.6% to 51.6%, but it is reasonable to
expect that the conclusions of the experiments will still hold when models
are trained on more data.
3.3.6 Acoustic models
In this section we describe the acoustic models (AMs) of the form
p(o|q) (3.4)
which describes the kind of acoustic observations o that can be expected
given the hidden state q. The hidden state q is typically a phone, a triphone
or some other sub-word unit, and o is a vector of features extracted from a
short segment of speech.
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Observation features
We use two kinds of observation features o in the experiments presented in
this thesis. The simplest is to directly use the PLP+∆+∆∆ vectors described
in Section 3.3.2 as observation features. We also use tandem PLP+MLP
observation features which are generally described in Section 2.3.1. The
computation of the PLP+MLP observations is diagrammed in Figure 3.7.
The PCA dimensionality reduction in Equation 2.1 is designed to retain
95% of the total variance. In our case, this reduces the number of features
from 48 to 23. The resulting 23-feature vector is mean-variance normalized
and concatenated with the original PLP+∆+∆∆ observations. These are
known as the ‘PLP+MLP’ tandem observation features are used for training
and recognition.
MLP classifier
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Figure 3.7: Overview of the acoustic model and computation of the
PLP+MLP observation features.
MLP training
The MLP is trained on the entire training set of Fisher (see Section 3.3.1).
The MLP training parameters and convergence schedule are analogous to
the one described in [25]. The MLP considers the 4 frames on each side of
the target frame (a total of 9 frames), and learns the function MLP (i) =
p(c|oi−4, ..., oi+4). Each frame is PLP+∆+∆∆ vector. The c takes a value of
one of 48 phonemes, described in Section 5.4.2.
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The target activations used to train the MLP are obtained by forced align-
ment of the Fisher transcriptions to the observations, using the single pro-
nunciation dictionary. The MLP topology has 351x3500x48 nodes in the
input x hidden x output layers, with neighboring layers fully connected.
The frame classification accuracy into phonemes is 59.39% on the training
set and 57.07% on the development set.
The hidden state and triphone clustering
We used a clustered triphone substate as the hidden state q in Eq. 3.4.
We use the triphone notation q−qq+, where q−, q+ and q are the left context,
right context and center phone respectively. Let Jq be the number of sub-
triphone states for triphones of form ∗−q∗+. This means that the number
of sub-states for each phone is independent of the context. Jq is allowed to
be Jq ∈ {2, 3}. The phone /EOW/ is special in the sense that JEOW = 1. The
number of sub-states for each phone is given in Appendix A.1.
A separate GMM model is trained for every hidden state q−qiq+, however
some of the hidden states share the means and the variances through tied
parameters. Each non-speech phone (SIL, NOISE, LAUGH, etc.) is made con-
text independent by tying across all contexts for each sub-phone state, so for
example all ∗−NOISE1∗+ hidden states share the same mean and variances
and are trained from the same data.
The remaining hidden states are partitioned into sets of form ∗−qi∗+. The
hidden states are clustered using decision trees (DTs) as described in Chapter
3 of [69]. For each (unclustered) hidden state, a Gaussian model is trained
over observations with the Baum-Welch algorithm. For each set of form
∗−qi∗+, a decision tree is constructed by asking binary questions about the
phonetic features of left and right contexts. For example, a common question
is “Is the right context q+ a vowel?”.
The decision tree is built top-down recursively from the root node. A node
D in the decision tree represents a subset of ∗−qi∗+ hidden states selected
by appropriately answering the questions of D’s ancestor nodes. Let OD be
the acoustic training data generated by the states in node D. For each node
D, a Gaussian model N (µD, σD) is estimated from the node’s data OD. The
total log-likelihood
LD = ln(p(OD;µD, σD))
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of the node’s data can then be computed.
Define qD to be the question asked at node D. qD is chosen to maximize
the difference between the sum of log-likelihoods of descendants of D and
the log-likelihood at D:
qD = arg max
q
(
∑
c∈Cq(D)
Lc)− LD
where Cq(D) is the set of children of D if question q is asked at node D.
The recursive splitting of nodes stops when occupancy counts of the leaf
nodes drop below some threshold, or the likelihood increase is below some
threshold, or there are no more questions to ask.
This procedure works even if we don’t know that observation o ∈ O was
generated from some single hidden state j ∈ ∗−qi∗+. All that is needed is
an occupancy distribution γj specifying the probability that o was generated
by state j. This occupancy distribution can be computed by the forward-
backward algorithm. See [69] for more details.
With some reasonable assumptions, the clustering specified by the set of
DT leaves locally maximizes the total likelihood of the training data over all
possible clusterings. Once the decision tree is trained it can always assign an
observation to a cluster, even if the observation was generated from a hidden
state not seen in the training data.
While training on the Fisher corpus, the number of parameters (the size)
of the model was not limited by the amount of the training data or the worry
of over-fitting the model to the training data. Instead, the model size was
limited simply by the amount of RAM available, and the desire to train the
model efficiently. If our goal is to keep the size of a model roughly constant,
we can consider the effects of the model parameter allocation on the WER.
For example, we can keep the size of the model constant by doubling the
number of triphone clusters (GMMs) and halving the number of Gaussians
per mixture in each GMM.
Table 3.1 presents some coarse tuning results exploring this trade off. The
only change was in the number of GMMs and the number of Gaussians
per mixtures. In these experiments the minimum leaf occupancy was set
to 100 and the minimum relative log-likelihood improvement was varied to
achieve the desired number of clusters. After the clusters were determined,
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the system was converged as described in the next section.
Rows 1-3 of the Table 3.1 shows that once the number of triphone clusters
is large enough, the marginal WER benefit of more components per mixture
outweighs the marginal WER benefit of more clusters. The best WER to
model size ratio is reached by growing the number of clusters and Gaussians
per mixture in a balanced way. For the desired model size of 64k components,
our coarse tuning experiments show that ∼1000 clusters with 64 Gaussians
each gives a WER close to a local minimum. Row 5 shows that increasing
the model size continues to significantly improve the WER.
Total Min Triphone Comp Per
Row Components improvement clusters Mixture WER
1 63728 0.3% 503 128 54.3%
2 65900 0.1% 1033 64 52.3%
3 61475 0.01% 3845 16 53.7%
4 30742 0.01% 3845 8 56.5%
5 245479 0.01% 3845 64 49.3%
Table 3.1: The WER trade-off of the number of triphone clusters vs.
number of components per mixture trade off. “Min improvement” is the
minimum relative log-likelihood improvement threshold for splitting a DT
node.
The above experiments were performed for tuning purposes only. In the
final baseline models, MinImprovement=.1 generated 1037 clusters for the
PLP observation features, while for the PLP+MLP features 1193 clusters
were generated.
Gaussian mixture models
The probability of observation given the (clustered) hidden state p(o|q) is
modeled as a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), with diagonal covariances.
Typically, the GMMs are obtained by starting with 1 Gaussian per mixture
(GPM) and iterating the EM algorithm to convergence using that model.
Then the GMM is ‘split’ by adding a perturbed copy of some of the GMM’s
components back into the GMM, and again converging with the EM al-
gorithm. The splitting and converging can be iterated until the model is
contains the desired number of GPM. The number of EM iterations to con-
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vergence and the strategy for splitting the GMMs is called a convergence
schedule. For the baseline, we have experimented with different numbers of
GPM, as well as different convergence schedules.
A common approach is to increase the number of GPM until the WER
no longer improves. We were not able to reach this point with our baseline
system, even by splitting up to 256 GPM (see Table 3.2). Larger mixtures
were not possible due to RAM limitations. There is an improvement of
1.5% WER by going from 128 to 256 GPM, and it appears that further
improvement is possible with even more GPM.
GPM WER WER ∆
1 75.9%
2 69.6% 6.3%
4 65.9% 3.7%
8 63.5% 2.4%
16 60.5% 3.0%
32 57.3% 3.2%
64 55.1% 2.2%
128 53.4% 1.7%
256 51.9% 1.5%
Table 3.2: WER on 500 utterances of the development set as a function of
number of GPM. The system used PLP observation features and 503
triphone clusters. Gaussians with a low mixture weight were removed from
the mixture. So for example the model in the last row contained 127971
components, which is less than the expected 256 ∗ 503 = 128768
components.
We also explored the WER as a function of the number of GPM and the
number of iterations to convergence, with the results presented in Figure 3.8.
The figure suggests that models with more GPM benefit from more itera-
tions. For example models with 4 GPM initially improve rapidly, but after
5 iterations, the improvement is slight, while models with 64 GPM improve
more gradually, but appear to continue to improve even after 5 iterations.
The convergence schedule we finally chose always uses 8 EM iterations
to converge, regardless of the log-likelihood improvement at each iteration.
Once a model is converged, it is split by doubling of the number of GPM
for each mixture. If any mixture component weights fall below 1/256 after
a split and a single EM iteration, it is removed from the mixture. Only a
small percentage of components were removed that way. We split a total of
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Figure 3.8: WER on 500 utterances of the development set as a function of
GPM and iterations to convergence.
6 times so that the final models have on average slightly less than 64 GPM.
In a separate test, moving from a monophone to a triphone model improved
WER from 63.9% to 55.1%. In this experiment, the same convergence sched-
ule was used for both triphones and monophones, with 6 EM iterations per
split, and splitting up to 64 GPM. The number of states grew from 137
sub-monophones to 503 sub-triphone clusters.
3.4 Evaluation
The transcription normalization and scoring rules are described in detail, so
that the results presented here can be compared to those of other approaches.
3.4.1 Transcription normalization
In our experiments, transcription normalization and scoring follows the NIST
competition rules [64] as closely as possible. Both the hypothesis and ref-
erence transcriptions are normalized before scoring. The normalization is
done with the NIST’s tranfilt tool and the rule file is a slightly modified
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version of the one used in the 2003 Spring competition [65]. The rewrite
rules standardize spellings in the transcription (KINDA ⇒ KIND OF), correct
misspellings, and apply other rules to support scoring as described below.
The Fisher reference transcription shows more variability and than the one
used in NIST’s competition, and so the NIST’s normalization rules do not
completely normalize the Fisher transcription. However, no additional rules
are added, and therefore the WERs reported here probably overestimate a
reasonably-scored WER.
The normalized hypothesis transcription is compared against the refer-
ence transcription with the NIST’s sclite scoring tool. See section 8.1 of
[64] for the way the special orthographic conditions are handled in the com-
petition. Our scoring rules differ slightly from the competition rules and here
we describe the actual scoring rules used in our experiments. The ‘optionally
deletable’ words are marked in the reference transcription, so that if during
scoring a word is deleted in the hypothesis transcription, it is not counted
as deleted in the calculation of the WER. Optionally deletable words always
contribute to the denominator in the WER calculation of Eqn. 3.5. The
scoring rules are as follows:
Word Fragments: Word fragments (those with a ‘-’ at the beginning or
end of a word) are optionally deletable. Additionally if they correctly
match the prefix or the suffix of a word, they will be marked correct.
For example if the reference word is TH- and it is aligned with THEY,
THEY will be marked as correct. This is the same as in NIST competition
scoring. In our experiments we achieved the highest WER when the
language model did not allow word fragments to be generated during
the decoding.
Unintelligible or Semi-Intelligible Words: Each word inside indistinct
phrases surrounded with (( )) are marked as optionally deletable, as
in the NIST competition scoring.
Foreign Words: Foreign words are treated the same as normal words, be-
cause they are not specially marked in the Fisher transcriptions. This
differs from NIST competition scoring, where foreign words are option-
ally deletable.
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Pause Fillers: Only those paused fillers which are recognized in NIST com-
petitions are mapped to a single form %HESITATION and it is marked
as optionally deletable. The NIST pause-fillers are: UH, UM, EH, MM, HM,
AH, HUH, HAH, HA, ER, OOF, HEE, ACH, EEE, EW and MHM. There are some
other similar pause fillers that occur in Fisher transcriptions (e.g. ERM)
which are nevertheless NOT marked optionally deletable.
Non-lexical events: Fisher marks 11 non-speech sounds and events: [NOI-
SE], [LAUGH], [BREATH], [COUGH], [LIPSMACK], [LAUGHTER], [MN],
[SIGH], [SNEEZE], [PAUSE] and [[SKIP]]. These words are deleted
from both the reference and hypothesis transcriptions.
Multiple Spellings: The alternate spellings are normalized only if they
are found in the NIST’s normalization rules file, otherwise they are left
alone.
Homophones: If the correct word is replaced by its homophone, it will be
marked wrong, the same as in NIST competitions.
Compound Words: Compound words are expanded into component words
if they are in NIST’s normalization rules: ( BALLGAME ⇒ BALL GAME).
Compound word containing hyphens (BIO-TERRORISM), are split into
component words as well (BIO TERRORISM).
Contractions: Contractions can optionally be pronounced as their expan-
ded form: CAN’T will match CAN’T and CAN NOT. This differs from NIST
where all contractions are expanded in the reference transcription. This
expansion is ambiguous (HOW’S ⇒ HOW IS or HOW HAS) and cannot be
done automatically in Fisher. Scoring contractions with our rules will
will report a higher WER than scoring with NIST’s rules.
Back-channel acknowledgments: Words like UM-HUM, UH-HUH (and other
similar ones recognized in NIST’s normalization rules) are mapped to a
special positive acknowledgment word before scoring. Similarly, UH-UH
and HUH-UH are mapped to negative acknowledgment. They are not
made optionally deletable.
Using this kind of transcription normalization lowers the WER by about
1.8% absolute on the baseline system compared to computing the WER on
the decoded transcription directly.
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3.4.2 Recognizer evaluation
The Word Error Rate (WER) is a common metric for evaluating recognizer
quality, and it is the one we used in most of our experiments. It is calculated
by aligning the reference transcription with the hypothesis transcription by
dynamic programming, and the WER% for the test set is defined as
WER% =
100 ∗ (S + I +D)
N
(3.5)
where S, I and D are the total number of substitutions, insertions and dele-
tions in the hypothesis transcription against the reference transcription, and
N is the total number of words in the reference transcription. The WER can
be greater than 100% if, for example, I > N .
It is useful to check whether one recognizer is statistically significantly
better than another recognizer using the WER metric. The matched pairs
test [29] has been developed to compare the recognizers on continuous speech
recognition. In this test, the errors are assumed to be independent if they are
separated by a sufficient number of correct words so that an error cannot be
affected by the previous error through the language model. So for example,
errors separated by two correct words are independent if the recognizer is
using a tri-gram model. Whether the WER difference between two recogniz-
ers is statistically significant depends only on the errors where only one of
the recognizers made an error. This means that the same WER difference
on the same test set between two recognizers may or may not be statistically
significant.
All our results reported on the test set are statistically significant beyond
the α = .001 level (and most of the tests reach a much higher level of statis-
tical significance).
3.5 Discussion
This chapter presented the basic framework within which our pronunciation
modeling experiments are performed. We described the DBN structures for
training and recognition, the details of the recognizer and the evaluation
framework. The DBN models were used because they offer more flexibility
for pronunciation modeling over the traditionally used HMMs.
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We use a clustered word-internal triphone recognizer which uses PLP+MLP
tandem observation features. A number of parameters were tuned to make
this baseline system perform as well as possible. The pronunciation model
used here (phonetic single pronunciation dictionary) is simple, but it is similar
to what is commonly used in state-of-the-art recognizers. The experiments
against this baseline are presented in Chapters 6 and 7. The baseline rec-
ognizer and the recognition task are designed to be realistic enough so that
the WER of our experiments relative to the baseline will be relevant in real
world applications.
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Chapter 4
LANGUAGE MODELING
The goal of the experiments described in this chapter was to produce a
language model (LM) that brings the word error rate of our conversational
telephone speech baseline system as close as possible to the state of the
art. The best LM for this task has been demonstrated to be a function
of the style of speech and the amount of RAM installed on the recognizer
system. The most important parameters that affect system performance
include vocabulary size, memory of the language model (the n in n-gram),
the method for reducing the size of the language model by pruning away
“unimportant” n-grams, and the method for smoothing or estimating the
probabilities of n-grams never or rarely observed in the training data. These
parameters interact to affect the LM quality in consistent but perhaps non-
obvious ways.
The pruning and smoothing techniques, along with the LM quality met-
rics, are described in section 4.1. The way to use the LMs described here
in a GMTK recognizer is briefly described in 4.2. Experimental tests vary-
ing these parameters on the Fisher corpus and results are described in 4.3.
Section 4.3.1 also discusses the interaction of pruning and smoothing and
Section 4.4 describes the parameter choice for the LM actually used in the
baseline recognizer and all our experiments.
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4.1 Background
A language model is a probability distribution over strings of words. If we
have a sequence w1, ..., wl of l words, the language model is the distribution
p(w1, ..., wl) =
l∏
i=1
p(wi|w1, ..., wi−1)
≈
l∏
i=1
p(wi|wi−n+1, ..., wi−1)
=
l∏
i=1
p(wi|h) (4.1)
where Equation 4.1 assumes that words are conditionally independent, given
they are separated by a long enough history h of n− 1 words. n is the order
of the language model: so if n = 3, our LM is a trigram LM. If i−n+ 1 < 1,
we can simply pad the beginning of the text with a special <BEGINNING>
token.
Typically the LM is optimized independently of the acoustic model. In-
stead of optimizing the LM for WER directly, the LM is optimized to mini-
mize cross-entropy Hpq(w|h) on the development data:
Hpq(w|h) = −
∑
w,h
q(w, h) log p(w|h)
p(w, h) and q(w, h) are the distributions over word sequences estimated from
the training and development data, respectively.
The LM perplexity (PP) is sometimes used as a measure of the LM quality
instead of cross-entropy and it is defined as
PP = 2Hpq(w|h)
.
4.1.1 Relationship between the WER and LM perplexity
The relationship between WER and PP is difficult to describe analytically.
Recently, some authors have bypassed this question by jointly optimizing the
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acoustic and language models to minimize the WER [18, 54]. For the systems
where LM and the acoustic model are designed independently, a relationship
between the WER and LM perplexity is observed. In [53], Klakow and
Peters give convincing empirical evidence that the WER and LM perplexity
are related by the power law:
logWER = a+ b logPP
where a and b are constants that depend on the data and the quality of the
acoustic model. In other words, relative WER improvement is proportional
to decrease of cross entropy of the LM. This assumes no out-of-vocabulary
words in the test data.
On planned speech (Broadcast News corpus, DARPA 1996 and 1997 com-
petitions), the relative WER improvement is 12%-20% for each bit decrease
of cross-entropy of the LM [53]. For conversational speech, we can expect a
slightly lower relative WER improvement per bit because the acoustic models
will be less accurate.
4.1.2 Language model smoothing
Given some training text, the maximum likelihood LM estimate is simply
pML(w|h) = C(h,w)
C(h)
(4.2)
where h is a sequence of words, and C(x) is the count of occurrences of
the word string x in the training text. An important property of human
languages is that a large probability mass of all word strings is contributed
by a very large number of low probability strings. A reasonable-sized LM
will always need to assign probabilities to strings which have never been seen
in training data. If all of the possible strings are seen in the training data,
performance can usually be improved by building an LM over longer strings,
where training data sparsity again becomes a problem.
Now it apparent why minimizing the cross-entropy Hpq(w|h) is reasonable.
It can be written as
Hpq(w|h) = Hp(w|h) +DKL(p(w|h)||q(w|h))
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so we are minimizing the sum of conditional entropy of training distribution
and the conditional KL-divergence between the training and development
distributions. If the test distribution was identical to the training distribu-
tion p = q, then DKL(p(w|h)||q(w|h)) = 0 and the cross-entropy Hpq(w|h) =
Hp(w|h) is minimized by the pML(w|h) estimate. DKL(p(w|h)||q(w|h)) pe-
nalizes the mismatch between p and q, which can be expected to be high on
word string distributions due to the properties of human language.
If a word string h,w is never seen in the training data, pML(w|h) = 0
is an underestimate of the true probability of the string h,w and this will
preclude the recognizer from considering this word string, no matter how well
the acoustics may match. To address this, an LM is smoothed, by increasing
the probability of low-probability strings, and decreasing the probability of
high-probability strings.
A very thorough overview smoothing techniques is given in [17, 31]. The
two smoothing strategies that generally give the lowest cross-entropies are the
Good-Turing smoothing with Katz back-off and Kneser-Ney smoothing, and
we repeat the definitions here to make a point later about the way smoothing
interacts with pruning.
Good-Turing smoothing
Good-Turing smoothing groups n-grams by the number of times an n-gram
was seen in the training data. The main idea is that probability mass assigned
to all n-grams seen r times is spread equally among the n-grams seen r − 1
times. Let us define the event of encountering any n-gram that has been
seen r times in the training data as Mr. If there are a total of nr n-grams
each of which has been r times, then according to the ML distribution, the
probability of seeing event Mr is
pML(Mr) =
nrr
N
where N is the total number of n-gram tokens (equal to the number of word
tokens in the training corpus). Good-Turing distribution pGT is defined to
satisfy
pGT (Mr) = pML(Mr+1) (4.3)
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In particular, the probability mass assigned to all the unseen n-grams is
pGT (M0) = pML(M1).
In [17], Chen and Goodman give a theoretical justification why satisfying
Equation 4.3 is a good criterion. It can be satisfied by pretending that any
n-gram seen r times is instead seen r∗ times. Expanding Equation 4.3, we
get
pGT (Mr) = pML(Mr+1)
nrr
∗
N
=
nr+1(r + 1)
N
r∗ =
nr+1
nr
(r + 1)
This GT smoothing only works if nr > 0, which is typically true for low
values of r (say r < 5). For the high values r > 5 where GT is impossible,
the counts are assumed to be reliable, smoothing can be omitted and the
distribution is renormalized to sum up to 1.
Katz smoothing combines the n-gram LM with (n-1)-gram LM for n-grams
unseen in the training data. While Good-Turing smoothing spreads the
pGT (M0) probability mass equally among unseen n-grams, Katz smoothing
spreads the pGT (M0) mass according to distribution based on (n-1)-grams.
Let h = wi−n+1, ..., wi−1 be the history of an n-gram (h,wi) = (wi−n+1, ..., wi).
If an n-gram (h,wi) occurs r times in the training data, the Katz-smoothed
distribution is defined as
pkatz(wi|h) =
dr
C(h,wi)
C(h)
if r > 0
αhpkatz(wi|wi−n+2, ..., wi−1) if r = 0
dr is the discount taken off the observed n-grams. For Good-Turing dis-
counting,
dr ≈ r
∗
r
The equality is approximate and not exact because only low values of r are
discounted, while for high values of r, dr = 1 (see [17] for details).
αh is chosen so that the probability mass to be allocated by the (n−1)-gram
model is equal to the probability mass discounted from the r > 0 n-grams.
Note that this α is computed separately for each history h using only the
n-grams with that history. Keeping with our notation, the probability mass
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allocated to the event of encountering any n-gram unseen in the training data
given a history h is
pkatz(M0|h) = 1−
∑
{wi:C(h,wi)>0}
dr(h,wi)
C(h,wi)
C(h)
where r(h,wi) is the number of times the n-gram h,wi was seen. Then αh
must satisfy
αh
∑
{wi:C(h,wi)=0}
pkatz(wi|wi−n+2, ..., wi−1) = pkatz(M0|h)
and solving for α completes the definition of the Katz/Good-Turing smoothed
language model pkatz(wi|h).
Kneser-Ney smoothing
The Kneser-Ney smoothing approach is based on the observation that
(n − 1)-order LMs are influential only when the n-order LM does not con-
tain the n-gram being modeled. Therefore, the (n− 1)-order models should
be made accurate on (n − 1)-grams which do not occur only as a part of
n-gram modeled by the n-order model. The example used in [17] is a bi-
gram language model where the phrase “SAN FRANCISCO” is frequent,
and “FRANCISCO” is almost always preceded by the word “SAN”. The un-
igram probability of “FRANCISCO” will be high, and with pkatz(wi|h) it will
have a high probability following some unseen history. But this is probably
wrong, because “FRANCISCO” should only follow the one history “SAN”.
The Kneser-Ney smoothing addresses this situation.
Kneser-Ney smoothing uses absolute discounting where some fixed dis-
count D ≤ 1 is subtracted from the count of every n-gram seen in the training
data. As in [17], we define
N1+(h, •)
to be the number of unique n-grams seen in the training one or more times
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with history h. Smoothing with absolute discounting has the form
pKN(wi|h) =max{C(h,wi)−D, 0}∑
wi
C(h,wi)
+
D∑
wi
C(h,wi)
N1+(h, •)pKN(wi|wi−n+2, ..., wi−1) (4.4)
and this form is still a valid distribution.
The original motivation of Kneser-Ney smoothing was for the smoothed
distribution marginalized over the oldest word in the history to equal the
marginalized ML distribution:∑
wi−n+1
pKN(wi−n+1, ..., wi) = pML(wi−n+2, ..., wi) (4.5)
In [17], Chen and Goodman show that combining Equations 4.4 and 4.5
yields
pKN(wi|wi−n+2, ..., wi−1) = N1+(•, wi−n+2, ..., wi)∑
wi
N1+(•, wi−n+2, ..., wi) (4.6)
The estimate pKN(wi|wi−n+2, ..., wi−1) itself could be improved through
smoothing, and here again Kneser-Ney smoothing can be used. The details
for this recursion are clearly explained are in the SRILM manual [95]. The
distribution pKN(wi|wi−n+2, ..., wi−1) is completely different from the original
pKN(wi|wi−n+1, ..., wi−1). It is not an n-gram estimate with a shorter history.
Note that the weight of the lower-order model is proportional to the num-
ber of new words following the history h, while the fraction of the weight
going to a particular n− 1-gram, is proportional to the number of (leftmost
words of) histories. So if the only history for “FRANCISCO” is “SAN”,
pKN(FRANCISCO|APPLE) will be low even if FRANCISCO is common.
Generally Kneser-Ney smoothing yields lower cross-entropies than
Katz/Good-Turing smoothing when model pruning is not used.
Kneser-Ney smoothing constructs the (n− 1)-order model to complement
the n-grams modeled by the n-order model. This contrasts with Katz/Good-
Turing smoothing, which builds the (n−1)-order model independently of the
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n-order model to be the best estimate of the true distribution
p(w|wi−n+2, ..., wi)
while accounting for training data sparsity. The difference is important
when considering the interaction of smoothing techniques with entropy-based
model pruning, which is described in the next section.
4.1.3 Entropy-based language model pruning
The 3- and 4-gram LMs are usually too large to be used directly in an LVCSR
system. The goal then is to prune n-grams from the LM without raising the
cross-entropy of the LM. One simple strategy is to exclude n-grams with
counts less than k. But this approach gives only coarse control of the model
size, and for a given model size, lower cross-entropies can be achieved with
other pruning methods.
Instead, entropy-based pruning described in [88] is often used. This ap-
proach can prune an arbitrary number of n-grams, raises the entropy less
than removing low-count n-grams, can efficiently update the n-gram proba-
bilities and back-offs and only needs the information in the LM being pruned,
so there is no need to keep around the original n-gram counts.
Entropy-based pruning seeks to minimize the KL-divergence between the
original LM p(wi|h) and the pruned model p′(wi|h).
DKL(p(wi|h)||p′(wi|h)) =
∑
wi,h
p(wi, h) (log p(wi|h)− log p′(wi|h))
In [88], Stolcke specifies exactly how p(wi|h) is updated into p′(wi|h) by
removing a single n-gram. DKL(p(wi|h)||p′(wi|h)) increase is computed due
to removing every n-gram individually. Only those n-grams are removed that
do not increase DKL(p(wi|h)||p′(wi|h)) by more than some threshold.
In [88] Stolcke shows that entropy pruning can reduce the size of the LM by
a factor of four without increasing the WER of their recognizer, and raising
the LM cross-entropy only slightly. Entropy-pruning an n-gram model down
to the size of an (n− 1)-gram model yields a lower cross-entropy model than
just using an unpruned (n− 1)-gram model.
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4.2 Experimental methods
The experiments are performed using the SRILM language modeling toolkit
[89]. The model is saved in the standard ARPA language model format,
which contains the conditional p(w|h) probabilities for n-grams, and all lower-
order grams as well as the back-off weights for (n-1) and lower order n-grams.
This ARPA file is used by a constellation of RVs in the decoding DBN
described in Section 3.2.2. In the case of the trigram and using the names
of RVs in Figure 3.4, the distribution p(wordi|prevWordi, prevWordi−1) =
p(w|h) is used whenever wordTransitioni−1 = 1.
4.3 Experimental results
We have experimented with various parameters of the LM, searching for
a compromise model that is both low-cross entropy and computationally
tractable within our speech recognizer. The language model is built using
the training set transcriptions with partial words repaired as described in
Section 5.4.1. Each unique partial repaired word is treated as a separate
word.
The model quality is evaluated as the cross-entropy per word and out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) rate. All combinations of the design choices in Table 4.1
are tried on both the dev and test sets, with the results presented in 4.2. A
sortable table can found in [49]. The cross-entropy values are computed in
the same way as in [17] and can be compared to the results reported there.
Parameter tried values
order 2,3,4-gram
vocabulary size 500, 1k, 5k, 10k, 20k, 70957 (all words and fragments)
smoothing Kneser-Ney, Good-Turing
pruning none, entropy-based
Table 4.1: All combinations of the above language model parameters were
tried, with model perplexities and OOV rates reported in Table 4.2.
In these tests, the 〈UNK〉 token replaces all words not in the vocabulary,
and the LM can have the 〈UNK〉 token in its N-grams. Word fragments are
allowed.
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Table 4.2
n-gram vocab total smooth prune dev test
order n-grams H OOV% H OOV%
4-gram 500 7576736 KN no-pr 5.4 15.46 5.45 15.09
4-gram 500 2456011 GT no-pr 5.4 15.46 5.46 15.09
4-gram 500 264641 GT pr 5.43 15.46 5.49 15.09
4-gram 500 569016 KN pr 5.7 15.46 5.75 15.09
4-gram 20k 16181859 KN no-pr 6.76 0.81 6.77 0.75
4-gram 20k 3856702 GT no-pr 6.79 0.81 6.8 0.75
4-gram 20k 464271 GT pr 6.89 0.81 6.89 0.75
4-gram 20k 762636 KN pr 6.99 0.81 7.01 0.75
4-gram 10k 15603196 KN no-pr 6.64 1.66 6.66 1.53
4-gram 10k 3717947 GT no-pr 6.67 1.66 6.69 1.53
4-gram 10k 448768 GT pr 6.76 1.66 6.78 1.53
4-gram 10k 719912 KN pr 6.86 1.66 6.9 1.53
4-gram 5k 14591103 KN no-pr 6.47 3.12 6.5 2.92
4-gram 5k 3534140 GT no-pr 6.49 3.12 6.52 2.92
4-gram 5k 425285 GT pr 6.57 3.12 6.6 2.92
4-gram 5k 681505 KN pr 6.68 3.12 6.72 2.92
4-gram 1k 10204831 KN no-pr 5.81 10.01 5.85 9.81
4-gram 1k 2899330 GT no-pr 5.82 10.01 5.86 9.81
4-gram 1k 326234 GT pr 5.87 10.01 5.91 9.81
4-gram 1k 602069 KN pr 6.05 10.01 6.1 9.81
4-gram all 16621480 KN no-pr 6.88 0.27 6.89 0.25
4-gram all 4031432 GT no-pr 6.91 0.27 6.91 0.25
4-gram all 512518 GT pr 7.01 0.27 7.01 0.25
4-gram all 862439 KN pr 7.11 0.27 7.12 0.25
3-gram 500 1844779 KN no-pr 5.45 15.46 5.51 15.09
3-gram 500 919391 GT no-pr 5.46 15.46 5.52 15.09
3-gram 500 201453 GT pr 5.5 15.46 5.55 15.09
3-gram 500 456598 KN pr 5.57 15.46 5.62 15.09
3-gram 20k 6366532 KN no-pr 6.8 0.81 6.82 0.75
3-gram 20k 2516904 GT no-pr 6.84 0.81 6.85 0.75
3-gram 20k 417045 GT pr 6.94 0.81 6.94 0.75
3-gram 20k 760104 KN pr 6.94 0.81 6.96 0.75
3-gram 10k 5934715 KN no-pr 6.69 1.66 6.71 1.53
3-gram 10k 2342585 GT no-pr 6.72 1.66 6.74 1.53
3-gram 10k 400424 GT pr 6.81 1.66 6.82 1.53
3-gram 10k 716844 KN pr 6.82 1.66 6.85 1.53
3-gram 5k 5251482 KN no-pr 6.51 3.12 6.54 2.92
3-gram 5k 2098252 GT no-pr 6.54 3.12 6.57 2.92
Continued on next page
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Table 4.2 – continued from previous page
n-gram vocab total smooth prune dev test
order n-grams H OOV% H OOV%
3-gram 5k 375374 GT pr 6.62 3.12 6.65 2.92
3-gram 5k 673910 KN pr 6.63 3.12 6.67 2.92
3-gram 1k 2902901 KN no-pr 5.86 10.01 5.9 9.81
3-gram 1k 1309423 GT no-pr 5.88 10.01 5.92 9.81
3-gram 1k 267219 GT pr 5.93 10.01 5.96 9.81
3-gram 1k 544497 KN pr 5.95 10.01 5.99 9.81
3-gram all 6737974 KN no-pr 6.93 0.27 6.93 0.25
3-gram all 2713750 GT no-pr 6.96 0.27 6.96 0.25
3-gram all 465498 GT pr 7.06 0.27 7.05 0.25
3-gram all 858818 KN pr 7.07 0.27 7.08 0.25
2-gram 500 127889 KN no-pr 5.8 15.46 5.86 15.09
2-gram 500 127889 GT no-pr 5.8 15.46 5.86 15.09
2-gram 500 60296 GT pr 5.85 15.46 5.9 15.09
2-gram 500 70752 KN pr 6.14 15.46 6.2 15.09
2-gram 20k 1196182 KN no-pr 7.19 0.81 7.21 0.75
2-gram 20k 1196182 GT no-pr 7.21 0.81 7.23 0.75
2-gram 20k 387048 KN pr 7.25 0.81 7.26 0.75
2-gram 20k 243371 GT pr 7.27 0.81 7.28 0.75
2-gram 10k 1013070 KN no-pr 7.08 1.66 7.11 1.53
2-gram 10k 1013070 GT no-pr 7.1 1.66 7.12 1.53
2-gram 10k 327131 KN pr 7.13 1.66 7.15 1.53
2-gram 10k 224037 GT pr 7.15 1.66 7.17 1.53
2-gram 5k 781554 KN no-pr 6.91 3.12 6.94 2.92
2-gram 5k 781554 GT no-pr 6.92 3.12 6.96 2.92
2-gram 5k 265487 KN pr 6.94 3.12 6.98 2.92
2-gram 5k 196611 GT pr 6.96 3.12 6.99 2.92
2-gram 1k 266359 KN no-pr 6.24 10.01 6.28 9.81
2-gram 1k 266359 GT no-pr 6.25 10.01 6.29 9.81
2-gram 1k 100363 GT pr 6.29 10.01 6.33 9.81
2-gram 1k 121297 KN pr 6.45 10.01 6.5 9.81
2-gram all 1413153 KN no-pr 7.32 0.27 7.32 0.25
2-gram all 1413153 GT no-pr 7.33 0.27 7.34 0.25
2-gram all 503370 KN pr 7.37 0.27 7.38 0.25
2-gram all 292708 GT pr 7.39 0.27 7.39 0.25
Continued on next page
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Table 4.2 – continued from previous page
n-gram vocab total smooth prune dev test
order n-grams H OOV% H OOV%
Table 4.2: The cross-entropy (H) and OOV rate on the development and test sets of the
LMs trained on the training set. Various combinations of model order, vocabulary size,
smoothing and pruning are tried. Smoothing is either Kneser-Ney or Good-Turing and
either no pruning is done or entropy-based pruning [88] is performed. The experiments
are sorted by n-gram order, vocabulary, and then the number of n-grams in the model.
2-gram, 3-gram and 4-gram models were built. n-grams for n > 4 do
not yield significant improvements. Going from 4-grams to 5-grams reduces
the cross-entropy by .06 bits in experiments described in [31]. Such a small
improvement is not worth the extra computational resources required by
5-gram model. Essentially nothing is gained by LMs larger than 5-grams.
The models tested use only N ∈ {500, 1000, 5000, 10000, 20000, 70957}
most frequent words, mapping the rest to the 〈UNK〉 word. 70957 is the
total number of words and repaired words in the training data set.
Both Kneser-Ney (KN) and Good-Turing (GT) smoothing were tried, in
combination with and without entropy-based pruning [88]. Without entropy
pruning, KN smoothing outperforms GM smoothing which is consistent with
the results in [31]. The difference between the smoothing methods is typically
no more than .04 bits, or a relative WER difference of about 12%∗0.04 = 0.5%
when using the estimate from the previous section. As Goodman succinctly
states “...in practice, most language models are built with high count cutoffs,
to conserve space, and speed the search; with high count cutoffs, smoothing
doesn’t matter.”[31]
However when entropy pruning is used, things look different. For almost
all experiments (all experiments for 3- and 4-grams, and 2-gram experiments
with vocab size ≤ 1k), GT-smoothed models have lower cross-entropy than
KN-smoothed models. This is true despite the GT models having fewer total
n-grams than the KN models. This is consistent with results presented in [86,
12]. The reason for this is explored in [12] and summarized in Section 4.3.1.
In our LM experiments the smoothing and pruning choices affect the LM
cross-entropy by at most .3 bits which can be a meaningful difference in the
overall WER of a recognizer, since at most 12% ∗ .3 = 3.6% relative WER.
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We also note that while KN-smoothed models outperform GT-smoothed
models on large vocabulary unpruned LMs, they do worse on unpruned LM
with reduced vocabularies (5000 words or less) across all n-gram orders. The
reason for this is is also discussed in the next section.
4.3.1 Interaction of pruning and smoothing
In [12], an explanation is given for why Kneser-Ney smoothing followed by
aggressive entropy based pruning yields poor models.
Removing an n-gram h,wi from p(wi|h) changes it only through estimates
involving history h, and no other histories. Therefore we can write
DKL(p(wi|h)||p′(wi|h)) =
∑
wi
p(wi, h) (log p(wi|h)− log p′(wi|h))
= p(h)
∑
wi
p(wi|h) (log p(wi|h)− log p′(wi|h)) (4.7)
The entropy-based pruning algorithm takes advantage of the fact that every
quantity in Equation 4.7 can be computed from the language model itself.
In particular, it calculates p(h) as
p(h) = p(wi−n+1, ..., wi−1) = pmodel(wi−n+1)
n−2∏
j=1
pmodel(wi−j|wi−n+1, ..., wi−j−1)
where pmodel(wi−n+1) and pmodel(wi−j|wi−n+1, ..., wi−j−1) are calculated from
the smoothed language model itself.
This makes sense for Katz/Good-Turing smoothing. For Kneser-Ney
smoothing, the lower order models are not an estimate for the true n-gram
distribution. Kneser-Ney lower-order models are trained by excluding to-
kens which occur in higher-order n-grams. Therefore p(h) calculated from a
Kneser-Ney smoothed LM will be a poor estimate of the true distribution,
and the DKL(p(wi|h)||p′(wi|h)) will be inaccurate.
Even if p(h) is correctly estimated (say from maximum likelihood or
Katz/Good-Turing smoothed models) and the correct n-grams are targeted
for removal, simply removing n-grams from higher-order Kneser-Ney smooth-
ed models introduces problems. This is because the (n-1)-order models are
not designed to model n-grams which occur in the upper-level models. In
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[12], Chelba, Brants, Neveitt, and Xu perform a similar experiment and
confirm that correcting the p(h) greatly improves the pruned Kneser-Ney
performance, but not enough to outperform pruned Katz/Good-Turing.
For similar reasons, Kneser-Ney performs poorly on LMs with reduced
vocabularies. Since the words with low token counts are removed, the n-
grams containing them in their histories are also pruned from the n-order
model, and (n-1)-models are forced to model (n-1)-grams that were excluded
from their training.
4.4 Discussion
As a sanity check, we can compare our LMs to those built on other corpora
of English conversational speech. For example, Figure 5 in [17] shows a
trigram model built on the Switchboard corpus with cross-entropy of 6.5
bits while our trigram model built on Fisher is 6.8 bits. Considering the
shorter sentences in Fisher (8.8 words per sentence on average vs 16 words
per sentence in Switchboard), and the larger vocabulary due to repaired word
fragments, perplexities of the two models seem to be on par.
Which parameter choices of those listed in Table 4.1 are best for ASR? In
our experiments, entropy pruning reduces the number of n-grams in a model
by 2 to 9 times while raising the LM cross-entropy by at most .09 bits. This
seems like a clearly worthwhile trade-off and so we should use Good-Turing
smoothing and entropy-based pruning.
In our Viterbi decoding implementation, all of the vocabn potential n-grams
are enumerated for each frame, so this makes LM order n > 3 impractical,
and a 10k vocab seemed like a reasonable compromise between the decoding
speed and the OOV rate. 4-gram models would have been beneficial with a
more efficient decoder implementation.
In summary, the baseline recognizer language model consists of 10,000 word
vocabulary, and uses a backed-off, Good-Turing smoothed, entropy-pruned
3-gram model. The vocabulary does does not contain any partial words
(words starting or ending with a ‘-’). The language model also does not
contain the special 〈UNK〉 token denoting all words not in the vocabulary.
Removing word fragments from the LM as well as removing all n-grams with
the 〈UNK〉 token each improved the WER rate. The language model has
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an OOV rate of 2.22% and cross-entropy of 6.773 bits on the dev set. The
OOV rate and entropy reported here differ from those in Table 4.2 due to
the way unknown words and word fragments are treated.
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Chapter 5
HMM-BASED LEXICON GENERATION
Chapter 2 described methods of adapting an existing (often human-gene-
rated) pronunciation lexicon to improve the WER. In this chapter, we discuss
generating a phonetic pronunciation from an orthographic spelling of words.
This is useful in a variety of contexts, including text-to-speech applications,
automatic spelling correction, and generating a pronunciation lexicon for a
new training dataset which contains out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. The
next section describes the previous work, Section 5.2 describes the letter-to-
phone function and 5.3 evaluates the accuracy of the system.
We’ve used the mechanism described here to generate the pronunciations
for OOV words and word fragments in the Fisher corpus. Section 5.4 de-
scribes some statistics of the Fisher transcriptions and the lexicon, and 5.5
describes how the Fisher lexicon was generated. Section 5.6 discusses the lex-
ical ambiguity which remains even after the phonetic transcription is known.
5.1 Background
A variety of methods have been used to design a mapping from orthographic
strings to their phonetic pronunciations. A system which learns a set of
context-dependent letter-to-phone rules achieves a ∼6% phone error rate
(PER) using a context of up to eight letters in [22]. The system is used
to generate OOV words for a new lexicon. The same paper gives a more
extensive bibliography of related work.
A similar but improved pronunciation model is used in [92] to correct
spelling mistakes in the cases where the typist makes no typos but does not
know the proper spelling of a word. In this case, the mistyped word will be
pronounced similarly to the desired word, and looking for correctly-spelled
alternatives in the pronunciation space is beneficial.
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All of the pronunciation models (including the one presented in the next
section) only require a dictionary - they do not depend on language, alphabet
or phone sets. All of them can be used for completely new word generation,
and for determining a pronunciation for fragments of existing words, which
are common in conversational speech transcriptions.
5.2 HMM-based letter-to-phone mapping
The system described here generates pronunciations for an arbitrary string of
letters with HMMs, representing each phoneme as an HMM and treating the
letters as observations. A person tries to pronounce a word with phonemes,
but the phonemes get corrupted due to the noise in the channel, the word
comes out written with letters instead.
The HMM structure representing each phoneme is shown in Figure 5.1.
The HMM is greatly constrained: there are no self loops, and it can emit
exactly one, two or three letters. There are no shared distributions among
any of the HMM states. The HMMs are flat-start initialized. Any phoneme
is permitted to follow any other phoneme, and a bigram model gives the
distribution of phoneme sequences.
p(letter|subphone)
Figure 5.1: The finite state automaton view of an HMM representing a
single phoneme. Only the subphone states with lightning arrows emit
letters. They emit exactly one letter since there are no self loops. The
dashed transition is only possible in a tee-model, and if that transition is
taken, no letters will be emitted by the phone.
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The monophone HMMs are then cloned into triphone HMMs and re-
estimated after the ‘teeing’ step described next.
In English using the standard letter set and the CMU phone set, occasion-
ally two phones are required to produce a single letter, which is disallowed
by HMM structure. To solve this, an HMM can be modified into a tee-
model, where the entire HMM can be optionally traversed without emitting
even a single letter. We have implemented the system in the HTK toolkit
[68], which allows tee-models, but does not allow two consecutive tee-models
either during training or decoding.
We can consider the triphones as weighted nodes in a graph, where the
nodes are adjacent if the triphones are neighbors, and node weights are the
number of times the node co-generates a single letter with other nodes. Then,
selecting the set of non-adjacent triphones with maximum total weight is ex-
actly the maximum weighted independent set problem, which is NP-complete.
Instead of finding the optimal solution, we select a set of tee-models greed-
ily. We consider all the words that have more phones than letters, which
must contain letters mapping to more than one phone. We make a list of all
the triphone models occurring in these words, and sort the list by number of
occurrences. Then we simply go down the list and tee any model which does
not conflict with any of the models tee’d so far.
Once all the possible HMMs have been tee’d, all the HMMs are re-estima-
ted with the EM algorithm. Decoding is done with the viterbi algorithm,
which uses a bi-gram language model over the phones. Viterbi search takes
place over a small state space, and so search beam pruning is not necessary.
The letter-to-phone function trained on the english CMU dictionary is
available on the web [50].
5.3 Evaluation of letter-to-phone mapping
Our dictionary generation system is trained on a random 90% subset of the
CMU dictionary, and tested on the remaining 10%. The monophone and
triphone systems have 28.5% and 14.2% PER respectively, while the best
systems reported by [22] and [92] have 6% and 8.5% PER respectively. These
PERs are not completely comparable because different dictionaries were used.
For example, only the subset of words that was identically pronounced in 4
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out of 11 dictionaries was used for training and evaluation in [22]. Our HMM
letter-to-phone system underperforms previously published ones. Some easy
improvements to the system are described in Section 8.1.1.
We have not spent much time perfecting our system, since we used it only
to generate pronunciations for OOV words covering about 1.21% of the tran-
scriptions (see Table 5.2). Out of those, we were able to force align words
covering 0.46% of the transcription – a task which can be performed ac-
curately by our model (although we could not evaluate the force-alignment
accuracy for lack of reference pronunciations). Even poor pronunciation def-
initions for the remaining 0.75% of the training tokens is not likely to greatly
effect the final recognizer models.
5.4 Lexicon generation for the Fisher corpus
We have used the HMM-based pronunciation model described above to gen-
erate phonetic pronunciations for OOV words encountered in the Fisher tran-
scriptions. In this section we give some statistics of the Fisher transcriptions
and the lexicon.
5.4.1 The Fisher transcriptions
The Fisher corpus is automatically segmented into utterances, and each ut-
terance is word-transcribed by a human. If some part of speech was not
clear, the transcriber would put her best guess for what was said in (( ))
parentheses. If speech was truly unintelligible, the empty (( )) would be
used. A closed set of non-speech sounds (e.g. laughter, coughing, etc...) is
also transcribed and is enclosed in [ ] brackets. Partial words are transcribed,
with a - marking the missing part either in the beginning or the end of the
word (e.g. IN- might be the first part of the word INDIVIDUAL). The Fisher
transcription statistics are summarized in Table 5.1.
It is not obvious how a partial word should be pronounced: BI- in BIT is
different from BI- in BITE. However, partial words are commonly involved in
repetition disfluencies, and the full word is often repeated completely within
a few words of the partial word. In that case it is usually reasonable to repair
the word fragment as part of the nearby full word. Letting nearby mean to
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be within 6 words seems to give reasonable results. The partial words in the
transcription of the entire corpus were repaired this way. Coverage statistics
are given in Table 5.2.
count percent
total non-empty utterances 2223159
total uncertain words or phrases enclosed in (( )) 283935
total unique words or partial words 64924 100%
unique words occurring once in the corpus 23192 35.72%
Table 5.1: Some statistics on the transcriptions of the Fisher corpus.
words tokens coverage
all words in corpus 79742 21905137 100%
(including uncertain words)
singleton words 32703 32703 0.1492%
all words not in the CMU dictionary 39311 822146 3.76%
total non-speech markers 11 559629 2.555%
(enclosed in [ ]) e.g. [LAUGH]
partial words 21552 153098 0.6990%
(starting or ending in -)
repaired partial words 101550 0.4636%
whole words not in CMU dictionary 16654 103244 0.47%
multi-words not in CMU dictionary 1094 6354 0.0290%
e.g. ANTI-FRENCH
Table 5.2: Coverage for transcriptions of the Fisher corpus with partial
words repaired.
5.4.2 The phone set
The phone set is the 39-phone set used in CMU dictionary with stress infor-
mation stripped and augmented with non-speech sounds: SIL NOISE LAUGH
BREATH COUGH LIPSMACK SIGH SNEEZE. Additionally there is an end-of-word
marker EOW to make word transition bookkeeping easier, for a total of 48
phones. Each phone consists of a sequence of 2 or 3 sub-phone states, with
the exception of EOW, which has only 1 state. The complete phoneset is
given in Appendix A.1.
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5.5 Generating the Fisher pronunciation dictionary
The multi-pronunciation CMU dictionary [9] with all stress information
stripped from it was used as the foundation for the Fisher pronunciation
dictionary. Table 5.2 shows that in addition to the word fragments, a num-
ber of whole words used in Fisher transcriptions are missing from the CMU
dictionary. These rare words and fragments cover only 1.18% of the corpus,
and are not likely to be included in a recognition vocabulary. However, they
can be used in training if phonetic transcriptions for these words were gener-
ated. The missing transcriptions were automatically generated in one of the
following ways, in the order of preference:
1. If the word is in the CMU dictionary, use that pronunciation.
2. Otherwise, if the word is an acronym (matches ([A-Z]_)*[A-Z]) or
contains numbers, do direct letter-to-phones replacement, so 401K ⇒
F AO R OW W AH N K EY and I_B_M ⇒ AY B IY EH M.
3. Otherwise, if the repaired partial word in the CMU dictionary, deter-
mine the fragment pronunciation by using the HMM model to force-
align the letters of the repaired word against it’s phonetic pronuncia-
tion.
4. Otherwise, attempt to use HMM model to decode the phonetic pro-
nunciation.
5. If all of the above fail, manually phonetically transcribe the word.
Only 134 words reached step 5 above, and a manual transcription was
required, either because some illegal alphabet was used (e.g. M&M) or the
HMM model was unable to find a suitable sequence of hidden phonemes,
because there were more letters than phones and skips were impossible (e.g.
C_D-ROM).
From a cursory check, forced alignment is almost always correct, while
decoding works mostly, but fails in some cases where a single letter is observed
from multiple phones (e.g. X in ASPHYXIATES ⇒ AH S F AY K AY AH T S).
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5.6 Analysis
The dictionary contains different words which are pronounced as an identical
sequence of phonemes. These words are homophones in the specific pronun-
ciation representation used by the recognizer - they need not be homophones
in a more nuanced pronunciation representation. The speech recognizer will
have problems with homophones, relying only on the language model to dis-
tinguish between them. In this section, we measure perplexity seen by the
recognizer on the Fisher corpus due to homophones.
For the Fisher corpus, the perplexity of word W given phone sequence
S is calculated from the transcriptions as follows. Let p(W |S = s) be the
probability of a token being the word W , given that the token is pronounced
as s. This can be estimated from the data as
p(W |S = s) ' C(W )
C(s)
where C(W ) is the count of tokens of word W , and C(s) is the count of all
words pronounced as s. This works if each word has a single pronunciation.
If a word W has M pronunciations, and occurs in the corpus N times,
we assume a uniform distribution over pronunciations, so W is pronounced
with any given pronunciation
⌊
N
M
⌋
times in the corpus. Using a uniform
distribution here is sub-optimal, as the pronunciations per word tend to have
something like a Zipf’s law distribution [33], but certainly not a uniform
distribution. However, we have no basis to make a better guess without
phonetically transcribing the tokens for the multi-pronunciation words. The
word perplexity given a pronunciation calculated with this assumption will
over-estimate the true word perplexity.
Let H(W |S = s) be the entropy of the distribution p(W |S = s). Then
H(W |S) = Ep(S)[H(W |S = s)]
where
p(S) =
C(S)∑
S C(S)
H(W |S) was estimated using the multi-pronunciation dictionary and the
Fisher corpus with partial words repaired as described in Sec. 5.4.1 and the
key measurements are given in Table 5.3.
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token token %
count
Total Tokens 26351455 100%
Tokens affected by the 7866152 29.85%
multi-pronunciation redistribution
H(W |S) ignoring the <S> and </S> markers 0.2275 bits
2H(W |S) perplexity (words per pronunciation) 1.1708
Table 5.3: The perplexity of the word given a pronunciation using the
distribution estimated from the Fisher corpus, and using a
multi-pronunciation dictionary. Tokens affected by the multi-pronunciation
redistribution are the tokens with pronunciations that could have been
generated by a multi-pronunciation word. These are the tokens affected by
the ‘uniform distribution over multiple pronunciations’ assumption.
A perplexity of 1.17 is equivalent to 17% of the tokens from typical con-
versational speech having two pronunciations. Those 17% of the tokens pro-
nounced in isolation cannot possibly be identified uniquely by an ASR system
using a typical multi-pronunciation dictionary because the ASR system can-
not learn consistent acoustic distinctions even if they exist.
The semantics of the conversation are important for identifying those am-
biguous 17% of tokens, but there are also some indications that uncaptured
acoustic distinctions do exist. As mentioned in Section 2.2.4, words having
the same phonetic transcriptions differ in average duration depending on the
identity of the word. The above observation combined with the high value
of 2H(W |S) is the motivation to explore explicit pronunciation models with
more specialized sub-word units as well as implicit pronunciation models
(Chapters 6 and 7).
There are also some questions about the pronunciation consistency and the
maximum achievable accuracy of the explicit pronunciation model. Should
the word EXCITE be pronounced as /IH K S AY T/ which is suggested by the
CMU dictionary or /EH K S AY T/ as suggested by our HMM pronunciation
model? It is likely that for any reasonable choice of features and context,
the Bayes error for a symbolic pronunciation model will be greater than
0. The pronunciation ambiguity is perhaps better handled by the implicit
pronunciation models.
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Chapter 6
EXPLICIT PRONUNCIATION MODELING
EXPERIMENTS
In this chapter, we report on explicit pronunciation modeling experiments in
which the pronunciation dictionary is manipulated to improve the recogni-
tion of error-prone words. These are not the first experiments of this kind:
Section 2.1 describes some of the previous experiments, only scratching the
surface of the body of work on explicit pronunciation modeling. The same
section presents some warnings for explicit pronunciation modeling in diffi-
cult recognition tasks such as conversational speech, where the starting WER
is relatively high. In particular, for high WER recognizers, any kind of ex-
plicit pronunciation modeling should keep pronunciation perplexity close to
1. The pronunciation experiments described here heed this warning.
Unfortunately, keeping pronunciation perplexity low does not guarantee
that the new pronunciation models will improve the WER over the standard
pronunciation lexicon. Even though the experiments described here were
designed explicitly to minimize WER, they yield only small improvements
over the baseline recognizer.
The main idea of these experiments is to allow pronunciation variabil-
ity without permitting more pronunciation perplexity. Context-dependent
phoneme sequences which are frequently misrecognized are identified, and
the worst offenders are modeled by their own acoustic models. This kind
of gradual addition of corrective units would allow error-prone homonyms
to be distinguished, and it could automatically introduce multi-words, if the
mistake context is allowed to span word boundaries.
Section 6.1 describes how the new units are selected in general. Section 6.3
describes the characteristics of the mistakes typically made by our baseline
recognizer. Section 6.4 describes the evaluation strategy. Sections 6.5 and
6.6 describe the new units introduced to correct the baseline recognizer and
compares the corrected system to the baseline in terms of WER and number
of model parameters.
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6.1 Mistake-based unit selection
The new units are constructed by first finding the phone sequences which
are often misrecognized during decoding by the baseline recognizer. The
baseline triphone recognizer is run twice on the training data, once in the
forced alignment mode to obtain a phonetic reference labeling of frames, and
once in the decoding mode using the language model. The two generated
transcriptions are compared frame by frame to find the mistake tokens made
by the baseline recognizer.
A mistake token is defined to be the longest possible contiguous sequence
of incorrect reference phone tokens. A reference phone token is correct if and
only if at least one frame of those spanned by the reference phone token has
the hypothesized label equal to the reference label. A single matching frame
is sufficient, because it means that the phone will show up in the hypothesized
transcription. In this discussion, a mistake means a mistake type. A mistake
is only a sequence of phones - some mistakes occurring in the corpus are
mistake tokens, but others mistakes may actually be recognized correctly.
It is still possible for a correct hypothesized phone sequence to generate a
mistake if none of decoded frames line up with the force-aligned reference
transcription, but these situations should be rare.
An example of a mistake token is shown in Figure 6.1. An /EOW/
phoneme at the edge of a mistake is excluded from the mistake. In general,
a mistake can span word boundaries and correcting such a mistake would
involve introducing a multi-word into the language model.
The longest contiguous sequence of incorrect phones is defined as a mistake
because a mistake is often caused by co-articulation between a sequence of
phonemes. With this definition of a mistake, the short mistakes which are
also substrings of longer mistakes will not be double-counted and will not be
preferred over longer mistakes.
A possible problem is that the language model may spread the mistake
range beyond the phones distorted through co-articulation. In the experi-
ments we present here this is not an issue because we do not consider mistakes
spanning word boundaries.
A mistake context is whatever information we suspect makes the mistake
acoustically consistent. This could be global information, such as rate of
speech, or local information such as whether the word or syllable is stressed.
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/Y/ /AE/ /AE/ /AE/ /AH/ /AH/ /EOW/ /HH/ /AY/
/Y/ /EY/ /EY/ /EY/ /EY/ /HH/ /HH/ /HH/ /AA/
Reference frames
Hypothesis frames
Yeah hi
Yeaha
/Y/ /AE/ /AH/ /EOW/ /HH/ /AY/
/Y/ /EY/ /EY/ /HH/ /HH/ /AA/
1 3 2 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 0
Y N N N Y N
Reference
 Most frequent hypothesis
Frame count
Hyp phoneme starts
Is Correct?
Figure 6.1: Example of extraction of mistake tokens and their contexts
from the reference and baseline transcriptions. The two mistake tokens are
highlighted in red, and the dashed green boxes denote the contexts for the
mistake tokens. Each reference phone in a mistake is also annotated with
the frame counts, the most frequent hypothesized phone, and hypothesized
phoneme counts, which are used for designing the new units.
In our simple experiments, the mistake-in-context token is defined as the
mistake token plus the phonemes surrounding it out to the enclosing word
boundary. The mistake-in-context denotes the type, analogous to the defini-
tion of mistake. The context also includes the identity of the spanned words,
so that two homonym mistakes-in-context are distinct.
To select new units for inclusion in the model, we need to count the
mistakes-in-contexts. Table 6.1 shows a single mistake, its mistakes-in-con-
text and the correct and incorrect counts. Sufficiently frequent mistakes-in-
context are candidates for new context dependent units.
Correct Incorrect
Word Left Mist Right Cnt MHPS Cnt MHPS
AH N 2083 1.97 3675 1.49
AN EOW AH N EOW 87 2.43 486 1.56
THAN EOW DH AH N EOW 135 2.13 268 1.74
ISN’T EOW IH Z AH N EOW 26 2.38 103 1.37
COULDN’T EOW K UH D AH N EOW 21 1.90 79 1.15
FUN EOW F AH N EOW 58 1.98 112 1.96
DEFINITELY EOW D EH F AH N AH T L IY EOW 85 1.93 136 1.43
... ... AH N ... ... ... ... ...
Table 6.1: The mistake AH N, and its contexts, sorted by the count
difference (Incorrect Cnt)-(Correct Cnt). The hypothesized phoneme starts
are counted during the time period spanned by the reference labels AH N.
The mean hypothesized phoneme start (MHPS) computed over correctly
and incorrectly recognized tokens of AH N can be used to determine the
number of states in the new model.
Table 6.1 also shows hypothesized phoneme starts occurring within time
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spanned by the reference phoneme string. The incorrect tokens of this mis-
take are phoneme strings that are shorter on average than the phonemes
strings of correct tokens, suggesting that reduction is partly a cause of the
mistake.
A separate unit model can be trained for each mistake-in-context, or mod-
els with different contexts can be tied based on their acoustic similarity, as
with triphones, to improve training coverage.
6.2 Compatible set of mistakes
Some of the mistakes-in-context overlap, in the sense that if one mistake-
in-context is replaced by a new unit, it interferes with a similar replace-
ment of another mistake-in-context. For example, some tokens of the word
“THAN” have mistakes in context EOW DH [AH N] EOW and others have
EOW [DH AH] N EOW, and replacing the first precludes replacing the second.
We call the set of mistakes-in-context that do not interfere with each other a
compatible set M. We want to maximize the number of mistakes-in-context
considered for replacement by finding a maximum compatible set M.1
We can construct a graph G = (V,E) with the set of mistakes-in-context
being the set of vertices V , with edges between them if they are not com-
patible. Selecting a maximum compatible setM⊆ V reduces to finding the
the maximum independent set of G, which is the largest set of vertices of G
with no edges between them. This is a well-known NP-Hard problem [73].
However, it is possible to put a lower bound on the size of a maximum
independent set. Also, there exists a greedy algorithm which generates inde-
pendent sets of size greater than the bound. We use this algorithm to obtain
a compatible set M which is used in our experiments.
We first prove that an independent set of at least a certain size always
exists in a graph by restating the formulation of Tura´n’s theorem given in[1].
Theorem 1 (Tura´n’s theorem). Let D = 2|E||V | be the average degree for the
graph G = (V,E). Then G contains an independent set of size at least |V |
D+1
.
1In reality we want the compatible set maximizing the coverage of the training text.
We realized this after the time-consuming experiments were performed and the improved
selection of M is left for future work.
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Proof. We construct an independent setM using the following random pro-
cess:
Initialize M = ∅.
For each v ∈ V in random order:
If no neighbors of v are in M, add v to M.
Return M.
Clearly, the algorithm produces an independent set.
For some particular ordering of V , v will be added to M only if it pre-
cedes all its neighbors. To make computation easy, let the distribution over
orderings of V be uniform. So, if the degree of v is d(v), the probability of v
being selected into M is 1
d(v)+1
. Let Xv be the indicator variable of v being
selected into M, so that p(Xv = 1) = 1d(v)+1 . Therefore, |M| =
∑
v∈V Xv.
The expected size of the independent set E[|M|] is then equal to
E[|M|] = E[
∑
v∈V
Xv]
=
∑
v∈V
E[Xv] (6.1)
=
∑
v∈V
1
d(v) + 1
Where Eqn. 6.1 follows from linearity of expectation even if the summed
random variables are not independent.
Because 1
x+1
is a convex function, we can use the Jensen’s inequality to
write ∑
v∈V
1
|V |
(
1
d(v) + 1
)
≥ 1(∑
v∈V
1
|V |d(v)
)
+ 1∑
v∈V
1
d(v) + 1
≥ |V |
D + 1
E[|M|] ≥ |V |
D + 1
Because the expected size of the independent set is at least |V |
D+1
, there must
be at least one ordering of vertices for which the algorithm will generate an
independent set of size at least |V |
D+1
.
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Graphs exist for which the lower bound |V |
D+1
is tight. For example a graph
consisting of k disconnected D + 1-sized cliques can have an independent
set of at most k nodes. Our graphs generated from mistakes-in-context do
not have this structure, and so independent sets of size larger than what is
guaranteed by Tura´n’s theorem may exist.
The above proof is not constructive. However, we can use it along with the
method of pessimistic estimators to show that the following greedy algorithm
will yield independent sets of size at least |V |
D+1
.
Theorem 2. The following algorithm generates an independent set of size
at least |V |
D+1
.
Initialize M = ∅.
Initialize R = V .
While R 6= ∅:
Select the v ∈ R with the minimum degree d(v).
Add v to M.
Remove from R the vertices {v} ∪ N(v), where
N(v) are the nodes adjacent to v.
Return M.
Proof. The algorithm iterates for T ≤ |V | steps, where at each step we
consider which vertex to add to M. Note that at each step, the vertex sets
M and R are disconnected.
We define a pessimistic estimator Qt at step t, which is a random variable
denoting the size of the independent set at the end of the algorithm, given
the way things stand at step t. Qt is defined as the size of the independent
set at step t plus the size of the independent set that will be obtained from
the remaining vertices Rt. By Tura´n’s theorem, we know that
E[Qt] ≥ |Mt|+
∑
v∈Rt
1
d(v) + 1
We want to show that at each step it is possible to choose a vertex so that
E[Qt] ≥ |V |D+1 . If after T steps, E[QT ] ≥ |V |D+1 , then we are done.
At step t = 0, by Tura´n’s theorem we have E[Q0] ≥ |V |D+1 . To see that
E[Qt] ≥ E[Qt−1], note that because we select v∗ ∈ Rt with the minimum
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degree into Mt at step t, we have
E[Qt]− E[Qt−1] = 1−
∑
w∈{v∗}∪N(v∗)
1
d(w) + 1
≥ 1−
∑
w∈{v∗}∪N(v∗)
1
d(v∗) + 1
= 1− d(v
∗) + 1
d(v∗) + 1
= 0
This guarantees that our algorithm will give an independent set of size no
less than |M| ≥ |V |
D+1
.
Our strategy for selecting units into a compatible set is similar to the above
algorithm. Mistakes-in-context are greedily selected one at a time, preferring
longer mistakes with most-specific contexts. 2
6.3 Kinds of mistakes
We first analyze the kinds of mistakes made by our baseline recognizer. We
perform recognition of the first 100,000 utterances of our training data with
the baseline recognizer, and find mistakes-in-context (as defined above) which
occur 5 or more times. For this purpose, the mistakes are allowed to span
word boundaries, and the context extends from the mistake boundaries to the
outermost word boundaries, as in Table 6.1. There are 6606 such mistakes-
in-context.
46% of the original 6606 mistakes-in-context are selected into the compati-
ble set defined in the previous section. Of the remaining mistakes-in-context,
55% are subwords, 17% are full words and 28% are multi-words. These re-
maining mistakes-in-context are candidate models considered for inclusion in
the speech recognizer. If all of them were added as models, 23,000 new states
would be added (compared to roughly 1,100 states in the baseline system).
2In fact, shorter mistakes with most specific contexts would minimize the number of
conflicts, but this analysis was done after the time-consuming experiments were performed.
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6.4 Evaluation and parameter budget
Often an improvement can be tested by including it in an optimized baseline
and testing it against the baseline without the improvement. In the experi-
ments presented here this was not practical, because the existing methods of
improving the baseline were not exhausted due to hardware limitations. For
example, Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show that improvement is likely if we grow the
number of Gaussians per mixture (GPMs) beyond the 64 used in baseline.
More leaf nodes in the triphone DTs should also lower the WER. However,
these larger models do not fit in the RAM of the machines in our compute
cluster.
Since it is not possible to bottom out the WER with established techniques,
an alternative evaluation strategy is to make the number of parameters equal
in both the baseline and the experiment. Thus, in the augmented unit rec-
ognizers, the number of GPMs is chosen so that the number of trainable
parameters is roughly equal (within a factor of 2) to number of trainable
parameters in the baseline.
The model parameters budget is defined as the number of parameters in a
model modified by the EM algorithm. This is dominated by the (total num-
ber of DT clusters)x(GPMs)x(1+2(observation vector dimension)), where the
last term is the weight of the Gaussian plus the mean and diagonal variance
vectors of the Gaussian.
6.5 Experimental methods
No matter how a mistake-in-context m is selected, it is difficult to predict
whether modeling m with its own unit u will improve the WER over the
baseline. If we initialize u from its component phonetic models and train the
system the same as the baseline, the EM algorithm guarantees that the like-
lihood of training data will not decrease, but it says nothing about whether
the model including u will reach a higher log-likelihood than the baseline.
We use a very simple (and simplistic) model to estimate the improvement
due to including a new unit to the baseline model. The mistake-in-context m
is selected to be modeled by an independent unit in a greedy way, to minimize
the classification error on the training data. Let M be a set of compatible
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mistake-in-context candidates, selected as described in Section 6.3. We can
partition the reference transcriptions, into a set of tokens X , which consists
of all correct and incorrect tokens of all types in M, along with tokens of
types not in M which are not being considered for replacement. Also, let
ref(x) be the reference phone string for the string of observations x, let λ(x)
be the baseline model’s maximum likelihood phoneme string for x and define
λ(m)(x) similarly for the baseline augmented with a separate unit modeling
m. Then we should chose m∗ to be modeled by a separate unit to maximize
the expected improvement in the classification error:
m∗ = arg max
m∈M
Ex∈X [λ(m)(x) = ref(x)]
where the predicate in [ ] evaluates to 1 if if true, and 0 otherwise.
To compute the expectation, we make some very simplistic assumptions.
First we assume that including m in the model affects only the tokens of
m and no tokens of other mistakes. Second, we simply assume that the
replacement is going to correct a mistake token of m with some probability p
and introduce a mistake into a correct token of m with probability q. q can be
greater than 0 for two reasons: 1) if u models a very reduced phone sequence,
it can become more confusable with other phone strings than the original
phoneme string and 2) u can over-fit the smaller amount of training data.
Let Xm ⊂ X be the set of all correct and incorrect reference transcription
tokens of type m. Then we can write
m∗ = arg max
m∈M
∑
x∈Xm
p[m 6= λ(x)]− q[m = λ(x)] (6.2)
We would expect better performance if p and q were measured by actually
performing the substitution and counting resulting errors in the identified
segments. A suboptimal greedy search using this approach would require
O(MN) full recognizer tests, where M is the number of mistake candidates,
and N is the number of new subword units we intend to create. But if
we could efficiently train and test that many recognizers, we could directly
greedily minimize the error without resorting to p and q probabilities at all.
Since p and q are unknown, we guess and set each to .5. With these
values, Eqn. 6.2 reduces simply to picking the unit with the biggest difference
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between observed mistake tokens and correct tokens.
The greediness of the algorithm comes from the way M is selected. Once
M is known and given the assumptions, the selection of m∗ is optimal.
Let m1,m2, ... be the order in which m
∗ would be chosen. A batch of the
top N∗ units m1, ...,mN∗ are added to the baseline at the same time, where
N∗ is determined by the allotted parameter budget of S states:
N∗ = arg max
N
N s.t.
N∑
i=1
smi ≤ S
where smi is the number of states used in model mi.
One option is to set smi based on the number of hypothesized phones during
the mistake units. In almost all the cases, the incorrect tokens have fewer
phoneme starts and greater variance than the correctly recognized tokens,
similar to what’s shown in Table 6.1.
Alternatively, smi could be set to the sum of the number of states in the
phonemes that are replaced by mi. The new states could be initialized from
those component phonemes. This is what we do in our experiments.
At this point we can tie the parameters of model candidates that share
the same mistake but have different contexts, in the same way that triphone
models are tied. In our experiments we try two things: leaving all models
untied, and tying all contexts with a shared mistake. Another (not yet tried)
option would be to use a data-driven tree-structured tying algorithm, similar
to the usual method used to tie triphones. With tied parameters, we are
able to model more mistakes with separate units for a given budget, but
these units will need to model more acoustic variability.
Even though 28% of mistakes-in-context span word boundaries, in our
experiments we restrict the units to be word-internal. If we allowed multi-
word mistakes-in-context, we would also have to compare against a baseline
with multi-word pronunciations manually added to the dictionary.
Appendix A.2 lists all sub-word-units introduced into the model as de-
scribed above. There are 69 units total, and 66 of them are whole word
units. In this mode, the recognizer is simply using a combination of whole
word models and phonetic pronunciation models. In all units, the number of
hypothesized phoneme starts is on average lower for incorrectly recognized
units than for correctly recognized ones.
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The phone sequences are replaced by the m1, ...,mN∗ units in the pronun-
ciation dictionary, and the recognizer is retrained from scratch.
6.6 Experimental results
We compare the WER improvement on models with roughly the same num-
ber of parameters, where the two competing approaches are: 1) growing the
number of Gaussians per mixture (GPMs) and 2) adding new sub-word units.
A third obvious way to grow the baseline model is by allowing more clusters
in the triphone decision tree clustering. We tune the DT clustering param-
eters on the baseline (with the tuning experiments presented in Table 3.1)
and fix the DT clustering parameters for the baseline and and the experiment
recognizers.
Because our triphones are word internal, the 66 whole-word models are
context independent. Even though there is nothing preventing the three
newly introduced sub-word units from being context dependent in the same
way that triphones are, all the contexts are tied during DT clustering, and
the sub-word units are also context independent.
In each experiment in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, the only forced differences are
the number of pronunciation units and the number GPMs. All other pa-
rameters (such as the thresholds for DT-based triphone-clustering) are the
same in the experiment and the baseline. The tests are performed on 2000
utterances.
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Figure 6.2: The WER as a function of Gaussians per mixture (GPM) for
the baseline recognizer (48 phonemes) and the tested system (48 phonemes
+ 69 additional pronunciation units derived from baseline recognizer’s
mistakes).
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Figure 6.2 shows that the effect on WER of increasing the number of pro-
nunciation units is largely complimentary to increasing the GPM. When the
number of GPMs is low to start with (64), doubling the number of GPMs
is more fruitful than introducing new units. When the starting number of
GPMs is higher (128), doubling the number of GPMs is just as effective as
introducing new units. We know that growing the GPMs yields progressively
smaller marginal improvements to the WER (See Table 3.2), and with suf-
ficiently large models, including context dependent units should be another
source of WER improvements.
Figure 6.3 shows that at a parameter budget between 130k and 250k pa-
rameters, the parameter budget is better spent on increasing the number of
units, than on growing the GPMs. The same WER of 47.8% is reached by
both recognizers, while the model with extra units is smaller by 20%.
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Figure 6.3: The WER as a function of number of parameters in the model,
for the baseline recognizer (48 phonemes) and the tested system (48
phonemes + 69 additional pronunciation units).
We ran another experiment where all the contexts for each mistake were
tied, and the same model was used within all mistakes-in-context that had
the same mistake. Since most of the context-dependent models have the
form EOW [MISTAKE PHONES] EOW, the context dependent models replace the
phoneme strings only in whole words, while context independent models re-
place the phoneme strings in some word-internal contexts. This approach
worked poorly, giving a 50.0% WER at 124k model parameters, underper-
forming the context-dependent units (49.8 WER at 102k model parameters).
We suspect that the reason for this is the new units have very different acous-
tics which depend on the context, but we are modeling them with the same
model.
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Chapter 7
IMPLICIT PRONUNCIATION MODELS
In this chapter, we describe experiments with what we call implicit pronun-
ciation modeling : the pronunciation modeling that takes place within the
acoustic model when long duration acoustic context is made available. With
this approach, the acoustic model is treated as a black box in the sense that
it is unknown which aspects of pronunciation are captured by the acoustic
model. This contrasts with explicit pronunciation modeling approaches de-
scribed in Chapter 6, where pronunciation is manipulated at the symbolic
level, by changing the pronunciation dictionary, or introducing a new acoustic
model designed specifically for some specific part of word or multi-word.
The term implicit pronunciation modeling is inspired by [36], but others
(e.g. [21]) also use this term in exactly the same sense. Some of the previous
approaches that fall under the implicit pronunciation modeling category are
described in Section 2.3.
In this chapter, we present two new related approaches. In both ap-
proaches, we rely on the distribution p(q|o) of the phone q given the ob-
servation o.
In the first approach (Section 7.1), we use p(q|o) to measure the recognizer’s
frame prediction confidence and describe how high-confidence frames can re-
place neighboring lower-confidence frames, thereby lowering the WER. Under
some circumstances, replacing a string of similar high-confidence frames with
just a single representative frame also lowers the WER.
The second approach (Section 7.2) deals with observation frame classifica-
tion, rather than with full recognition. In it, we show that filtering the phone
posteriors p(q|o) with a very long smoothing window improves the frame clas-
sification accuracy across almost all phones, not just the long duration vowels
and silences.
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7.1 Simple segmental tandem model
In this section we describe how Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs) can be used
to find continuous high-confidence segments of observations. The frames in
these segments can be replaced by copies of some ‘representative’ frame, re-
sulting in a lower word error rate (WER) on conversational telephone speech
when compared to a triphone baseline using PLP+MLP tandem features. A
frame error analysis shows that this kind of segment replacement benefits
almost all phonemes, while being particularly beneficial to silence detection,
nasals and vowels misrecognized as plosives and consonants misrecognized as
schwa-like vowels.
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) commonly used for speech recognition
assume that the observations are conditionally independent given the hid-
den state. The hidden state is typically a phone, a triphone or some other
sub-word unit. The conditional independence assumption does not hold for
speech signals, and multiple approaches have been introduced to address this
problem.
One such approach is the ‘tandem’ model described in Sections 2.3.1 and
3.3.6. In short, a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) gives the distribution over
possible phonemes q given the observations neighboring the frame i:
MLP (i) = p(q|oi−n, ..., oi+n)
A suitably transformed p(q|oi−n, ..., oi+n) can be concatenated with the tra-
ditional PLP to give PLP+MLP tandem observation for frame i.
The success of the tandem models is partly attributed to their relaxing
of the assumption of conditional independence between neighboring observa-
tion frames. Another way to address this problem is with segmental models
[30, 71] in which a hidden state emits an observation of varying duration. In
this experiment we combine tandem observations with a segmental model.
The segmental model we use is a very simple ‘sample and hold’ model used in
a 1-pass recognizer, while the models described in [71] model intra-segment
acoustic dynamics and the 2-pass recognizer in [30] considers multiple hypo-
thetical segments simultaneously.
It has been observed that the frames where MLP predictions are confident
are classified more accurately and tend to be phone-central [11]. Let S be
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a contiguous segment of frames with high-confidence MLP predictions, all
predicting the same phone. We might replace all frames in S with the frame
i∗ ∈ S, where i∗ has the highest MLP confidence, or lowest entropy: i∗ =
arg mini∈S H(MLP (i)). This segment replacement of all i ∈ S with i∗ makes
the decoder more likely to label the segment the same as the high-confidence
MLP prediction. An added benefit is that, if a high confidence segment really
does belong to the same phoneme, the segment can be compactly represented
as a single frame, and so reduce computation during training and testing.
The approach is similar to the one presented in [91], where recognition
is performed on variable frame rate observations. In this work, a frame is
sampled from speech only if it sufficiently different from preceding frames
according to the SNR-weighted energy distance. This method selects more
frames where the speech is changing rapidly. Large WER reductions are
reported on noisy speech, when the average variable frame rate is set to equal
the baseline fixed frame rate. The authors also report good voice activity
detection results with this method.
In the next section we describe the segmentation procedure in more detail.
In Section 7.1.2, we test this idea on the Fisher Corpus and compare the
results to a tandem triphone baseline system and in 7.1.3, we analyze the
source of the improvement.
7.1.1 The segmental model
We segment the original sequence of observations using the same MLP classi-
fier used to generate the PLP+MLP observation features (see Sections 2.3.1
and 3.3.6). The MLP is trained on the first 80% of the conversations of the
Fisher Corpus.
Segmentation
We partition the sequence of observations O into two sets: The high con-
fidence set Oh and the low confidence set Ol. Oh consists of those frames
for which the MLP predicts a single class with probability higher than some
threshold τ , so Oh = {oi; max(MLP (i)) > τ}. To keep the segmentation
unambiguous we only test values of τ in the range 0.5 < τ < 1. The low
confidence set is the remaining frames: Ol = O \Oh. We define a segment as
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a contiguous sequence of high-confidence frames belonging to the same class.
Each observation in Ol is a segment by itself.
Let the segment S consist of TS consecutive frames
(m1, . . . ,mi, . . . ,m1+TS−1)
. A representative frame mi∗ for the segment S is selected to be
mi∗ = arg min
mi∈S
H(MLP (mi)) (7.1)
where H(X) is the entropy of the distribution X.
If the summary frame mi∗ is similar to all other frames in the mth segment,
we can make the following approximation
TS∑
i=1
log p(omi |q) ≈ TS log p(omi∗ |q) (7.2)
During training we can make sure that no segment spans a phoneme bound-
ary by breaking up the segment, thus ensuring that the hidden state q is
indeed constant. Then we can safely use this approximation, and replace all
the frames of segment m with the single exponentiated representative frame,
thus reducing the computation needed during training time.
Choosing the confidence threshold
While the main experiments presented in this section are on the Fisher
corpus, we have also tried this segment replacement technique on the SVitch-
board 500-word recognition task [52] using a context-independent articula-
tory-feature based recognizer [56]. We were able to experiment more quickly
on this smaller corpus, and we used it to tune the confidence threshold τ to
minimize the WER. The WER as a function of τ is presented in Figure 7.1.
Using Eq. 7.2 to summarize a segment as a single frame can yield significant
computational savings, where the exact savings depend on the audio data.
The SVitchboard utterances are bounded by relatively long silences, which
on average make up 51% of the total utterance. At the optimal τ = .9, 37%
of the frames were summarized away.
The Fisher corpus already has the speech extracted from the original
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Figure 7.1: Tuning the confidence threshold. At each level of τ , segments
with classification probability greater than τ are replaced by a single
representative frame. The ”frames retained” plot specifies the percentage of
frames remaining after replacement. The WER is reported on the 500-word
SVitchboard development set (D-set). The baseline (no frame
summarization) is the τ = 1 point.
recordings. The silences at utterance boundaries make up only 13% of all
the frames and only 6.7% of the frames were dropped at τ = .9.
The τ chosen on the SVitchboard corpus is likely sub-optimal on the Fisher
corpus, because the speech in SVitchboard and Fisher corpora is different, the
recognizers are significantly different, and the phoneset used for segmentation
was different from the one used for recognition. However, even with these
caveats, these simple segmental models with τ = .9 outperform the baseline
system, as described in the next section.
7.1.2 Experiments
Methods
The baseline systems for these experiments are described in detail in Chapters
3 and 4. In short, the two baselines use either the PLP features or the
PLP+MLP tandem features. A word internal triphone recognizer is used,
with its acoustic model trained on 20% of the Fisher data. The language
model is fixed in the baseline and in experimental systems.
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There are three different ways in which we can use the MLP segmentation
of the observation frames. We can leave the frames unchanged (the no choice
in results Table 7.1). The baseline systems do not change the frames in either
training nor testing.
We can also perform segment summarization (SS), where each segment
is replaced with a single frame using the approximation in eq. 7.2. The
confidence threshold used is τ = .9 as determined in Section 7.1.1. Finally,
we can do segment replacement (SR in Table 7.1) where each frame in the
segment is explicitly replaced with a copy of the representative frame. The
main difference between SS and SR is that the HMM observing an SR stream
can choose to place a phoneme boundary in the middle of the segment (i.e.,
between two identical frames), whereas an HMM observing an SS system
can not. The HMM observing the SR also accumulates the state transition
penalty for transitioning between intra-segment frames, while there is no such
intra-segment penalty in the SS stream.
When doing SS on the training data, we have the phone boundaries avail-
able from forced alignment, and we ensure that a segment does not span
multiple phones by breaking the segment up at the boundary. The phone
boundaries are not available for test frames, so in this case we simply as-
sume that boundary-spanning high-confidence segments are rare, which is a
reasonable assumption if we believe we have a very good MLP classifier.
Results
The WERs of the baseline recognizers using only the PLP observations
and the PLP+MLP tandem observations are reported in rows 1 and 4 of
Table 7.1. Note that the baselines are identical to the segmental model with
τ = 1. The more interesting combinations of segment summarization and
segment replacement applied to training and test data are also reported in
Table 7.1.
Table 7.1 shows SR and SS harming the WER when using only PLP obser-
vations, while SR and SS using PLP+MLP observations improves the WER.
This suggests that using MLP outputs as observations in more complex seg-
mental models can be fruitful.
When we perform SR on the test data, we need not make the assumption
that high-confidence segments rarely span boundaries. The difference in
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seg. in seg. in test dev
row train test WER WER
PLP features
1 no no 58.4% 51.8%
2 SS SS 59.7% 53.4%
3 SS SR 59.2% 52.6%
PLP+MLP features
4 no no 54.8% 47.7%
5 SS SS 53.9% 47.5%
6 SS SR 53.7% 47.1%
7 SS no 53.3% 46.3%
Table 7.1: Recognition WERs on the test set (20,000 utterances) and the
development set (2000 utterances). On the test set, all WER differences are
statistically significant well beyond the p < .001 level using the
matched-pairs test [29]. Segment Summarization (SS), Segment
Replacement (SR) and no segmentation (no) are tried on combinations of
training and decoding observations. Rows 1 and 4 are considered baselines.
WER between rows 2 and 3 and rows 5 and 6 shows that SR is better than
SS on test data.
Error analysis suggests two explanations for this result. First, it turns
out that our MLP classifier occasionally violates the assumptions of SS by
creating boundary-spanning high-confidence segments. Pairwise analysis of
mistakes shows that violating the assumption introduces 3 times as many
mistakes as it fixes, so doing segment summarization on the test data is a
bad idea for the Fisher data, although it was helpful on the SVitchboard
task, where there were long periods of noisy silence at utterance boundaries.
It is also possible to perform training and segment summarization itera-
tively, if we assume that the high confidence frames also have the same or
higher likelihood than the frames they are replacing:
p(omi∗ |q) ≥ p(omi |q) (7.3)
where mi and mi∗ are defined as in Eqn. 7.1. The inequality 7.3 is an as-
sumption, because the representative frame mi∗ need not be the frame with
the highest conditional likelihood in the segment. So
arg min
mi∈S
H(MLP (mi)) = arg max
mi∈S
(
max
q
p(omi |q)
)
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is not necessarily true because omi is a PLP+MLP feature vector, but it often
should be.
Then, at each iteration j, we have
log p(Oj−1,W ;λj−1) ≤ log p(Oj−1,W ;λj) (7.4)
≤ log p(Oj,W ;λj) (7.5)
where λj and Oj are the model parameters and training observations at
iteration j, and W is the word sequence. The inequality 7.4 comes from the
EM algorithm, and 7.5 comes from the assumption.
On the other hand, by changing Oj at each iteration, the training data
is no longer coming from the same distribution as the test data, and the
accuracy may go down for this reason.
We test this idea by doing baseline training up to 32 GPMs and splitting
the Gaussians to get 64 GPMs. At this point, we EM-converge the baseline
system on the original training data, and EM-converge the test system on the
Segment Summarized (SS) training data. The training data log-likelihood is
indeed higher in the test system than in the baseline (the assumption holds
true in our experiment), but the WER is slightly worse in the test system
than in the baseline.
7.1.3 Error analysis
It is illuminating to see which pronunciation aspects are better modeled
by the high-confidence segment replacement. In this section, we analyze
phoneme frame error rates to determine where the improvement in the WER
is actually coming from.
The first question is which phonemes actually contain high-confidence re-
gions. Figure 7.2 shows that roughly 24% of high-confidence frames occur
in non-speech ‘phonemes’ such as /SIL/ (silence), /EOW/ (end of word)
and /LAUGH/ (laugh). In this case, replacing a high-confidence non-speech
segment by a single representative frame is the same as preprocessing the ob-
servations through a voice activity detector (VAD). This is consistent with
the large number of frames removed on the SVitchboard utterances which
contained long silences at the utterance boundaries.
We also compare the number of frame errors made by the baseline sys-
tem (row 4 in Table 7.1) versus those made by our SS system (row 7). A
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Figure 7.2: Summarized segments, broken down by phoneme. Blue circle is
the distribution p(f ∈ phoneme|f ∈ S) where f is a frame and S is a
high-confidence segment. The red star is the distribution p(S ∈ phoneme).
The confidence threshold is τ = .9.
mistake is a disagreement between the maximum-posterior label computed
by the recognizer, for any particular frame, and the label assigned by forced
alignment. The forced alignment was performed using the recognizer in row
7 of Table 7.1, since that recognizer gave the lowest WER.
When evaluating frame errors, it is possible that the system in row 7 of
Table 7.1 will have an unfair advantage against the baseline, because the
‘correct’ frame labels were force-aligned by the same system. In any case,
the phoneme transition boundaries are not important, as long the sequence
is correct. We take this into account by ignoring frame mistakes due to
differences of phoneme boundaries, as in Table 7.2.
force-aligned frames AAAAAB BAAAAA
decoded frames ABBBBB BBBBBA
Table 7.2: The mistakes due to phoneme boundary differences between the
force-aligned reference labels and labels predicted by the recognizer are
ignored. The frame is marked correct if the phonemes on both sides of the
boundary are predicted correctly for at least one frame. Thus, all the
phonemes above are marked as correct.
We compare the frame mistakes and corrections made by row 7 to the
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baseline row 4 of Table 7.1. For each frame that truly belongs to phoneme p,
we look at the difference of ∆p = correctionsp −mistakesp (see Figure 7.3).
The biggest per frame improvement occurred on the ‘silence’ phonemes /EOW/
and /SIL/, followed by the phones /N/, /AY/, /K/ and /AH/. It is somewhat
surprising that the short duration /K/ phoneme was one of the biggest ben-
eficiaries of segment replacement. The phonemes /HH/, /S/, /CH/ and /OW/
had more mistakes than corrections as a result of the segment replacement,
and all other phonemes had more corrections than mistakes.
If we normalize the net improvement ∆p by the total number of frames per
phoneme Np, so we do not penalize improvement of short phonemes, the or-
der of the top beneficiaries of segment replacement changes (See Figure 7.4).
The silence phonemes are no longer the ones most affected by segment re-
placement.
We further break down the normalized improvement to see what kind of
phonetic confusions are corrected and which are introduced. Figure 7.5 shows
a kind of confusion matrix M where the entry Mpq in row p column q is
Mpq =
Bpq −Wpq
Np
and where Bpq is the number of frames corrected (Bettered) by changing their
label from phoneme q to phoneme p, and Wpq is the number of frames made
incorrect (Worsened) by changing their label from phoneme p to phoneme q.
In Figure 7.5, the major effects of the segment replacement are concen-
trated in a small number of phoneme pairs. Additionally, large values in Mpq
of the matrix usually correspond to a non-trivial value with opposite sign in
Mqp. This suggests that the segment replacement tends to make a phoneme p
sound like q in a confusable pair pq, regardless of whether it’s the right thing
to do, although on average more corrections than mistakes are introduced.
To focus on the largest differences introduced by the segment replacement,
we highlight only those Mpq and Mqp entries where |Mpq+Mqp| > .009. These
42 entries are plotted in Figure 7.6, and account for 22% of
∑
pq |Mpq|. These
phone pairs are also listed in Table 7.3.
Two phenomena describe most of the biggest improvements due to segment
replacement. The first is that wrongly detected plosives are repaired and the
second is that consonants misrecognized as schwa-like vowels are repaired.
There are some other corrections without an apparent pattern, as well as
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sorted in descending order of
∆p = correctionsp −mistakesp.
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Figure 7.5: The confusion matrix Mpq: Normalized corrections and
mistakes introduced as a result of segment replacement.
Type Changes
Plosives /D/ → /N/ /T/ → /N/
repaired /D/ → /AY/ /T/ → /AY/
/G/ → /NG/ /K/ → /NG/
/P/ → /IY/ /T/ → /IH/
Schwa-like /AH/ → /W/ /EH/ → /W/
vowels /UH/ → /K/ /EH/ → /DH/
repaired /UH/ → /SH/
Other /N/ → /UW/ /DH/ → /AE/
corrections /V/ → /OW/ /V/ → /AY/
/UW/ → /Y/
Mistakes /OW/ → /UW/ /OW/ → /EH/
/B/ → /DH/
Table 7.3: The biggest phone pair changes from Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: The most significant pairwise corrections and mistakes
introduced by segment replacement. They are only those entries Mpq from
Figure 7.5 where |Mpq +Mqp| > .009. Those Mpq with a * in them have the
additional property of pure improvement: Mpq ≥ 0 and Mqp ≥ 0.
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some mistakes introduced as a result of segment replacement.
7.2 Phone posterior smoothing
While the previous section incorporated relatively short and variable dura-
tion context into the acoustic model, in this section, we show that using long
distance context can also be helpful. We show that low-pass filtering the pos-
terior distributions of the phone given the observation frames improves the
frame classification accuracy by about 7% absolute on conversational tele-
phone speech. This is true if posterior distributions are obtained either from
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) or from multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs).
The results suggest that frame classification benefits from acoustic contexts
of a much longer duration (210-300ms) than what is frequently used in com-
puting the posteriors (up to 120ms).
In the process of recognizing speech, automatic speech recognizers need to
evaluate the posterior probability p(q|o) of the state q given the observation
frame o, for every frame in an utterance. The state q is typically a phone, a
triphone, a vector of articulatory features or some other sub-word unit. p(q|o)
is often obtained via the Bayes rule from p(o|q), where p(o|q) is modeled as a
set of Gaussian mixture models (GMMs), one GMM for each q. In the case
of hybrid recognizers, a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) directly represents the
p(q|o) (See Section 3.3.6 and [61] for more details). The parameters of GMMs
and MLPs are learned from labeled training observation frames.
The labels are either obtained from a human phonetic transcription, or
from forced alignment of transcriptions against speech using some other
model, or in case of embedded training, a distribution over labels is ob-
tained from the unaligned transcriptions of speech. When we know the true
label q∗ for an observation frame o, the frame classification accuracy (FCA)
of p(q|o) on N frames is computed as
FCA =
1
N
N∑
i=1
[
arg max
q
p(q|oi) = q∗i
]
where [· ] is the indicator function which equals 1 when the statement in the
brackets is true, and 0 otherwise.
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Although the acoustic model interacts with the language model in a com-
plicated way, having an acoustic model with a high FCA is important for the
low overall WER of the recognizer.
In these experiments we train two kinds of acoustic models: pGMM(q|o)
which uses GMMs for p(o|q), and pMLP (q|o) which is an MLP. We experi-
mentally show that smoothing p(q|o) with a low pass filter in the time direc-
tion improves the FCA for both pGMM(q|o) and pMLP (q|o). It is possible to
further improve the FCA by choosing a different filter length for each q in
p(q|o).
The experiments described here are similar to TRAP features and tono-
topic MLP system described in Section 2.3.1 in the sense that long duration (1
second) features are combined to predict the phone for a given frame. These
long duration features combined in a tandem system with medium duration
(100ms) MLP-derived features and short duration (25ms) perceptual linear
predictive (PLP) features yield a significant drop in the WER on conversa-
tional telephone speech [62, 13]. The main difference between the above work
and our experiments lies in the kind of information integrated over the long
duration. Both TRAPs and tonotopic MLPs extract long duration features
from each critical band independently, and combine them with short range
features in the later stages of the recognizer. In our experiments, the fea-
tures are extracted from the entire spectrum of short and medium duration
features and the posteriors p(q|o) are combined over the long duration.
The experiments in this section are also similar to the fMPE approach
in described in Section 2.3.1, where p(q|o) for the target frames is a linear
combination of individual Gaussians taken from all the mixtures of all the
states of the target frame and the 18 surrounding frames (200ms). Different
weights are learned for every q in p(q|o) in a greedy, discriminative way from
the training data. In other words, in fMPE a very wide QxH matrix M is
learned where Q is the number of states q, and H=(number of Gaussians per
state)x(number of states)x(number of neighboring frames). M is constrained
to take on only certain values. See [76] for details.
In our experiments, we also linearly map posteriors from Gaussians into
pGMM(q, o) which is then normalized into pGMM(q|o) and again linearly
mapped by a low-pass filter into the smoothed pGMM(q|o). This is equiva-
lent to normalizing first and then applying a linear operation. The difference
between fMPE and our experiments is in the value of M .
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The next section describes the acoustic models pGMM(q|o) and pMLP (q|o),
Section 7.2.2 describes the filtering experiments and 7.2.3 reports the effects
of filtering on the FCA.
7.2.1 The acoustic models
The 48 phone phoneset from which q takes its values is enumerated in Ap-
pendix A.1 and described in Section 5.4.2.
The MLP posterior phoneme probability distribution is defined as
pMLP (q|oi) = MLP (i)
MLP (i) is trained exactly as in Section 3.3.6, and then normalized to sum
up to one, so pMLP (q|oi) is a valid distribution.
In the case of posterior distribution pGMM(q|oi), the observation oi for
frame i is the PLP+MLP observation. It consists of the 39-dimensional PLP
observation for frame i, concatenated with a suitably transformed output of
the MLP classifier (see Section 3.3.6). pGMM(q|oi) uses the baseline acoustic
model p(o|q−qjq+) in its definition:
pGMM(q|o) = pGMM(q, o)∑
q pGMM(q, o)
pGMM(q, o) =
Jq∑
j=1
∑
q−,q+
p(o|q−qjq+)p(q−qjq+) (7.6)
where p(q−qjq+) is the sub-triphone unigram probability obtained from oc-
currence counts in the forced-aligned transcription.
7.2.2 Experimental methods
For each frame o, we compute p(q|o) with either the pMLP (q|o) or the
pGMM(q|o) model and low-pass filter the posteriors in the time direction.
Throughout the experiments, we are using a Hamming filter of order N . The
most direct experiment is to filter the posteriors with a range of values for
N . Then we can select the N to maximize the frame classification accuracy
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(FCA).
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Figure 7.7: The training data frame classification accuracy after filtering
the posteriors pGMM(q|o) and pMLP (q|o) with a Hamming window of length
N. The best FCA is reached at N∗ = 19 for pGMM(q|o) and N∗ = 27 for
pMLP (q|o). The results are reported on the full 48 phoneset and also on the
CMU phoneset, where all silence and non-speech phones are mapped to the
EOW phone.
The tuning of filters is performed on a 2500 utterance (463286 frame)
subset of the Fisher training data, and the results are reported on a 2000
utterance (755893 frame) set disjoint from the training data on which the
acoustic models were trained.
Figure 7.7 shows the FCA after filtering the training data posteriors with
Hamming(N) with odd N ∈ [1 131]. N = 1 is the unfiltered baseline case.
We let N∗ be the filter length maximizing the FCA on the training data.
On the training data, pGMM(q|o) actually outperforms pMLP (q|o), while the
opposite is true on the test data. The optimal filter length N∗ is N∗ = 19
for pGMM(q|o) and N∗ = 27 for pMLP (q|o).
It is possible that the FCA can be further improved by choosing a specific
filter length for each phoneme posterior p(q|o), instead of using the same
length for all q. We perform a greedy coordinate search over the integer filter
lengths, using N∗ as the initial point for each phone. We call the resulting
per-phone optimized filter length N∗∗. The search for N∗∗ is performed
for each choice of {MLP,GMM} models, and each choice of {full, CMU}
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phonesets (see next section). In all model and phoneset combinations, N∗∗
stays close to the initial N∗: |N∗∗ −N∗| <= 3.
7.2.3 Results
The experiments were performed using the 48-phone phoneset. However, the
non-speech phones such as /SIGH/ occur rarely in the training data, and are
typically not present in the pronunciation dictionary of a large vocabulary
recognizer. The /SIL/ phoneme occurs only at the utterance boundaries, and
so its confusion with the /EOW/ is not important either. Therefore, to have a
more realistic measure of the FCA, all the non-speech phones are mapped to
/EOW/, for both the reference labels, and the output of the classifier before
calculating the FCA. The main conclusions presented here remain the same
and the absolute improvement in the FCA does not change substantially,
regardless of which phoneset used.
Table 7.4 reports the FCA for the baseline case of N = 1, as well as the
N∗ and phone-specific N∗∗ filter lengths. The optimal N∗ are N∗ = 19 for
GMM model and N∗ = 27 for the MLP model, regardless of the phoneset
used.
full phoneset CMU phoneset
row filter GMM MLP GMM MLP
1 FCA N = 1 42.5% 44.3% 53.1% 53.8%
2 FCA N∗ 48.5% 50.1% 58.9% 60.0%
3 FCA N∗∗ 49.8% 51.4% 60.0% 60.8%
Table 7.4: Test set FCA of pMLP (q|o) and pGMM(q|o) smoothed with
different filters, using both the 48 phone phoneset, and the 39 phone CMU
phoneset. FCA is reported for the baseline unfiltered (N = 1) posteriors,
for the best single filter length N∗ and for the per-phone filter lengths N∗∗.
Filtering benefits most phonemes and not just those with a long average
duration. Filtering the pMLP (q|o) model with N∗∗ improved the recognition
accuracy for every phoneme except /EH/ and /UH/, and accuracy of /EH/
and /UH/ did not suffer substantially. The mistakes introduced on the /EH/
and /UH/ as a result of filtering accounted for 0.006% of the frames, while
the improvements on all the other phones account for 7.1% of the frames.
It is also interesting to see how the frame evidence p(o) interacts with
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filtering. We can calculate p(o) =
∑
q pGMM(q, o) by using pGMM(q, o) in
Equation 7.6.
Figure 7.8 shows that high evidence frames are mostly unaffected by fil-
tering while low evidence frames tend to be corrected. High evidence frames
tend to closely resemble something in the training data, and which can there-
fore be classified with reasonable accuracy. Also, their posterior p(q|o) tends
to be a delta function - close to 1 for some one q and close to 0 for all
others. Because the low-pass filter is linear, its output is dominated by the
largest values of p(q|o) within ±N∗∗/2 frames. The bad values of pMLP (q|o)
or pGMM(q|o) in low-evidence frames therefore tend to be replaced by better
estimates from neighboring high-evidence frames, while the good values in
high-evidence frames are relatively unaffected.
The one exception to the above is that filtering does lower the FCA of the
very high-evidence (and typically singleton) frames for pGMM(q|o) model.
The pMLP (q|o) model is unaffected possibly because the unfiltered baseline
already incorporates the neighboring low-evidence frames.
Figure 7.8 also shows that filtered posteriors from the MLP model are more
accurate on high evidence frames (log(p(o) ≥ −65), while filtered posteriors
from pGMM(q|o) are more accurate on the low evidence frames.
As an additional experiment, we also low pass filtered pGMM(q, o) and this
approach did not work. For pGMM(q, o), N
∗ is 3 and best FCA achieved was
is 43.3% and 54.0% on the 48-phone and the CMU phonesets respectively.
Apparently, it is important to let each neighboring frame ‘vote’ on the pos-
terior of the target frame, where the vote is weighted by the Hamming filter,
and not by the highly variable evidence p(o) of the voting frame.
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Figure 7.8: The upper plot shows the FCA as function of log(p(o)) for
unfiltered pGMM(q|o) and pMLP (q|o) posteriors as well for posteriors filtered
with the per-phone optimized filter lengths N∗∗. The frames are binned by
log(p(o)), and the FCA is calculated for each bin. The lower plot shows the
histogram of the normalized number of frames in each bin. The bin for
log(p(o)) = 0 also includes all the frames where log(p(o)) > 0.
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Chapter 8
DISCUSSION
This chapter reviews the key findings, summarizing the experiments that
worked and experiments that should have worked but didn’t. For the later
ones, possible explanations are provided. Directions for future work are also
discussed.
This thesis explored pronunciation modeling in a broad sense, encompass-
ing implicit pronunciation modeling which takes place within the acoustic
models and explicit pronunciation modeling which manipulates the set of
pronunciation units and the pronunciation lexicon.
From a birds eye view, pronunciation variability is an important problem
because it is one of the major causes of poor LVCSR performance. Therefore,
having an accurate explicit pronunciation model is an important goal. This
goal is very challenging, but it is being pursued by a number of researchers
from a variety of points of view [99, 57].
It is also known that the acoustic model quality and the overall difficulty of
the recognition task have an important effect on the pronunciation model’s
ability to model pronunciation variability [94, 60, 82]. The same pronun-
ciation modeling approach could perform very differently when paired with
different acoustic models or when applied to recognition tasks of differing
difficulty. Therefore, it is important to consider pronunciation modeling in
conjunction with a particular acoustic model and within the context of a
particular recognition task.
This thesis explores explicit pronunciation modeling in context - with a
particular acoustic model and on the task of conversational telephone speech
recognition. Instead of building an accurate and complete pronunciation
model (a daunting task), it attempts to characterize the pronunciation mod-
els along one dimension, namely the pronunciation perplexity. Because con-
versational speech recognition is a difficult task and the acoustic model is
not very accurate, the explicit pronunciation model in this case is designed
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with minimal pronunciation perplexity.
Our explicit pronunciation models were evaluated against a baseline hav-
ing the same number of model parameters. For a particular parameter bud-
get, the explicit pronunciation modeling experiments allow us to state three
things:
1. Growing the model through traditional methods (such as increasing the
number of Gaussians per mixture) lowers the WER.
2. Growing the model through more sub-word units, such as the units
designed in Chapter 6, also lowers the WER.
3. Compared to a baseline with a good balance between GPMs and the
number of triphone clusters, similar performance levels can be reached
with fewer model parameters, when error-based sub-word units are
added to the model.
The first two statements are not new and the two approaches have been
proposed exactly because they lower the WER. With the third statement, it
is not surprising that adding sub-word units which depend on longer context
will improve the accuracy. But it is perhaps interesting that including models
with longer context is beneficial long before traditional approaches have been
exhausted.
The experiments with error-driven sub-word units presented here show no
improvement in WER over baseline, and only a small reduction in the model
size. But the ideas described here could still be beneficial for a state-of-
the-art speech recognizer because this error-driven unit selection provides a
principled way of adding context-dependent units that unifies a variety of
successful ad-hoc methods for incorporating context.
This kind of context-dependent unit selection spans the range from short
units with short context, such as triphones, through syllable models and
whole word models, all the way to the long context effects captured by multi-
word models. All these variable-length units with variable length contexts are
derived automatically and coexist within the same decoder, and the longer-
length models are inserted only if the existing recognizer breaks down. The
‘no perplexity added’ rule from Section 2.2 is followed, since the new units
only replace existing pronunciations and do not provide alternative pronun-
ciations.
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Additionally, this approach could be used to diagnose the pronunciation
dictionary, as it will suggest new models for words that either have unrealistic
pronunciations, or are inherently variable. For example, Appendix A.2 shows
that a whole word model replaces the MHM ⇒ AH M HH AH M definition from
the CMU dictionary, which is probably rarely pronounced in this way. The
inclusion of error-driven units makes the dictionary accuracy less important,
although it’s still important for initialization.
Explicit and implicit pronunciation modeling approaches are complimen-
tary, and in fact are typically used together in the same recognizer. In Chap-
ter 7, this thesis presented two new ways of making longer-duration context
available to the acoustic model.
One is a very simple segmental model which uses a single high-confidence
frame to represent an entire segment. The acoustic model already considers
the dynamics of the observations, either through velocity and acceleration,
or through tandem PLP+MLP observations. Therefore summarizing frame
segments with a single frame makes longer duration acoustic context available
to the acoustic model.
Training the acoustic models on higher quality representative frames im-
proves the WER of a tandem triphone recognizer on conversational telephone
speech. Using the tandem PLP+MLP observations is essential: the WER
of the segmental model is actually higher than the baseline if only the PLP
observations are used. This suggests promise in using tandem features in
segmental models.
The WER improvement is a result of better silence detection, as well as
better modeling of most phonemes. In particular, the segmental model makes
fewer mistakes such as misrecognizing nasals as plosives and misrecognizing
consonants as schwa-like vowels.
In segment summarization, even the high-confidence segments span the
phoneme transitions often. Therefore, the presented segmental model cannot
be used to reduce the number of frames in an utterance during decoding
without detriment to the WER. However, the frames can safely be dropped
during training, thereby reducing the time needed to train a model. The
number of dropped frames is large when the utterances include a lot of silence.
Our second implicit pronunciation experiment shows that the frame classi-
fication accuracy can be improved by about 7% absolute by low-pass filtering
the phoneme posteriors with a filter of a relatively long length (200-300ms).
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Smoothing benefited the frame classification accuracy (FCA) of almost all
phonemes, and not just those with long average durations.
The phoneme posterior smoothing experiments confirm that a filter length
of about 200ms is a good choice when the posteriors are computed with
Gaussian mixture model pGMM(q|o). The same filter length is used in fMPE
training, which uses something similar to GMM models to compute the phone
posteriors [76] and uses a linear combination of the posteriors as the HMM
observations. However if fMPE was used with tandem models, according
to our experiments, a good filter length to try is about 290ms (27 frames).
The positive FCA results suggest that this approach should be helpful in full
speech recognition, which is an obvious direction for future work.
8.1 Future work
The experiments described in this thesis point the way to additional WER
improvements, through both implicit and explicit pronunciation modeling.
The implicit pronunciation modeling appears more successful, but the explicit
pronunciation modeling ideas remain tantalizing. The directions for future
work are described for both in turn.
With the phone posteriors smoothing approach, pGMM(q|o) posteriors are
more accurate on low evidence frames, while the pMLP (q|o) posteriors are
more accurate on the high evidence frames. It may be possible to increase
the FCA further by combining the two models pGMM(q|o) and pMLP (q|o).
Another idea is to use the smoothed posteriors as an initialization for
proven discriminative learning techniques. For example, the Hamming filter
could be the initialization point for the feature transformation matrix M in
fMPE training.
The low-pass filtering of the pMLP (q|o) posteriors could be seen as a large,
sparse MLP with two hidden layers. The input layer and the hidden layers
would be the independent 9-frame MLPs. The mapping from the second
hidden layer to the output layer consists of the non-linearity where the ac-
tivations of the 9-frame MLPs are normalized to sum up to 1, followed by
the Hamming-weighted sum between the nodes for each q. This would be
similar to using a group of neural networks as statistical experts as described
in [61]. Given the smoothing filter and the weights of MLP (i), the weights
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of this two-hidden-layer MLP are completely specified. These could serve
as an initialization, and the network (or parts of it) could then further be
trained with back-propagation.
8.1.1 Future work on dictionary generation
Even though the letter-to-phone mapping (described in Chapter 5) played a
minor role in the construction of the recognizers described here, it may be
useful in other contexts, so the ideas for future work on lexicon generation
are described here as well.
There are a number of relatively easy ways the letter-to-phone mapping
could further be improved. Using a trigram “language model” over phones
with better smoothing instead of the bigram with +1 smoothing will probably
be beneficial.
As mentioned earlier, some of the errors in our system occur where a single
letter is pronounced with multiple phonemes and there are more phones than
observed letters (e.g. ABUSES gets pronounced as AE B AH S AH Z instead
of AH B Y UW S AH Z). Around 1.8% of the words fall into this category. In
English, there are relatively few letters (e.g. U and X) causing such problems
and splitting those letters into two parts is an easy way to address this.
Using quinphones instead of triphones would not only sharpen the obser-
vation distributions of the HMMs, but will also reduce the ratio of adjacent
tee’d models, further improving model quality.
Another interesting experiment would be to combine the approaches in
[22, 92] with the HMM model described here in a way similar to a Hybrid
HMM. A distribution for
p(phoneSequence|letteri−n, ..., letteri, ..., letteri+n) (8.1)
can be estimated as in [22, 92]. Most of the time, phoneSequence consists of
only a single phone and in this case it could be provided as virtual evidence to
the triphone (or quinphone) system presented here. In the rare cases where
phoneSequence with multiple phones has significant probability, an alternate
pronunciation with more phones could be hypothesized, and weighed by the
probability given by Equation 8.1. This kind of top-down and bottom-up
hybrid approach handles interdependencies between neighboring phones and
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between neighboring letters, and could potentially give even better accuracy
than either approach alone.
8.1.2 Future work on explicit pronunciation modeling
Despite the promise of the explicit pronunciation modeling approach de-
scribed here, there are a variety of difficulties that still need to be overcome.
A practical problem is that for each unit selection experiment, the full
triphone models are trained from scratch. This time-consuming process is
necessary because the additional unit selection takes place before any EM
training is done. Each point in Figure 6.2 is about a week of compute time
on our compute cluster. A possible solution would be to use less training
data. An added advantage of this is that the WER improvement due to
growing GPMs and the number of DT clusters would bottom out on smaller
models, and we could see the improvement from additional units more clearly.
Another way to speed up training is to train the acoustic models for the
new units only on the examples in which they occur. There are at most tens
of thousands of examples for a given mistake, so this approach should be
much faster than retraining all units on the entire dataset. The disadvantage
of this is that the original triphones will not be modified to reflect the missing
tokens which were moved to the new units. Development testing could also
be performed just on confusable token pairs which were discovered during
the mistake token search.
Additionally, virtually every design choice made in the selection of new
units could be improved and we describe some of these improvements here.
The obvious improvements would be to use methods which have been
proven useful in triphone systems: discriminative training and decision-tree
based clustering of unit contexts. The former is particularly important in this
case, because new units may have a tendency to model the highly reduced
portions of speech, and so the new models may actually become more con-
fusable. The decision-tree based clustering offers the standard advantages,
such as ensuring that models have sufficient training data, and making good
use of the parameter budget, while allowing longer contexts.
Our experiments so far have been only with whole-word and sub-word
units, while a substantial fraction (28%) of the mistakes seen in the data span
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word boundaries. Experiments with multi-word units should be promising.
They should be compared against systems with dictionaries which include
phonetic definitions for multi-words, which have been very successful [87].
Another possible improvement lies in the definition of the mistake token.
It’s possible that only a subset of the long string of phonemes making up
the mistake is responsible for the misrecognition. Detecting and separately
modeling only the responsible segments instead of the entire mistake could
reduce the number of additional model parameters.
In [93], Vinyals, Deng, Yu and Acero describe a more realistic measure of
the anticipated classification error change as a result of introducing a new
pronunciation model. This measure could be adapted to replace our crude
estimate in Eqn. 6.2.
A fourth improvement lies in the way the set M of non-conflicting candi-
date units is selected. Two candidate mistake-in-context units conflict if their
mistake portions overlap and their contexts are compatible. As described in
Section 6.3, we pick a non-conflicting set greedily by choosing the units with
the longest mistakes and the longest contexts, which do not conflict with al-
ready chosen units. In reality, our goal is to pick not the largest independent
set, but an independent set covering the maximum number of mistake tokens
in the training corpus. To that end, we could weigh the mistake-in-context
nodes in the graph by their occurrence in the training corpus, and search for
an independent set with the maximum weight [48].
Finally, we could select a better independent set selection algorithm. Tu-
ra´n’s theorem guarantees a minimum size of the independent set generated by
our algorithm, but the minimum might be much lower than what is actually
possible. The problem of finding a large independent set is well studied and
tractable algorithms exist that outperform the greedy search in some cases
[73].
Recently, a discriminative approach has been introduced which grows the
pronunciation model while taking into account the added perplexity between
lexical items [93]. Also recently, methods were described for joint discrimina-
tive training of the language and acoustic models [18, 54, 77]. It is encourag-
ing to see more research considering how the pronunciation model interacts
with confusability in the acoustic model. Even given the recent progress, a
systematic study of the interaction of the acoustic and explicit pronunciation
models would further advance the state of the art of ASR.
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Appendix A
A.1 The Fisher phoneset
The Fisher phoneset is derived from the CMU phoneset http://www.speech.
cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict and is given in the following table.
Table A.1
Phone substates example pronunciation
AA 3 odd AA D
AE 3 at AE T
AH 3 hut HH AH T
AO 3 ought AO T
AW 2 cow K AW
AY 2 hide HH AY D
B 3 be B IY
CH 3 cheese CH IY Z
D 3 dee D IY
DH 3 thee DH IY
EH 3 Ed EH D
ER 3 hurt HH ER T
EY 2 ate EY T
F 3 fee F IY
G 3 green G R IY N
HH 3 he HH IY
IH 3 it IH T
IY 3 eat IY T
JH 3 gee JH IY
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Phone substates example pronunciation
K 3 key K IY
L 3 lee L IY
M 3 me M IY
N 3 knee N IY
NG 3 ping P IH NG
OW 2 oat OW T
OY 2 toy T OY
P 3 pee P IY
R 3 read R IY D
S 3 sea S IY
SH 3 she SH IY
T 3 tea T IY
TH 3 theta TH EY T AH
UH 3 hood HH UH D
UW 3 two T UW
V 3 vee V IY
W 3 we W IY
Y 3 yield Y IY L D
Z 3 zee Z IY
ZH 3 seizure S IY ZH ER
SIL 3
NOISE 3
LAUGH 3
BREATH 3
COUGH 3
LIPSMACK 3
SIGH 3
SNEEZE 3
EOW 1
Table A.1: The Fisher phoneset and the number of sub-phone states for
each phone.
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A.2 Mistakes-in-context added to baseline experiment
The new sub-word units added into the model chosen by analyzing the mis-
takes made by the baseline recognizer in the first 100,000 utterances of the
training data. The mistakes-in-context are restricted to be word internal.
There are 69 such mistakes, and of these 66 are whole word mistakes. The
first three columns are the left context, the modeled sequence, and the right
context respectively. The next two columns are the statistics for the num-
ber of hypothesized phone starts within the frame sequence spanned by the
reference token. The tokens are grouped by whether the hypothesis was cor-
rect, or incorrect, and for each group, the mean and the variance is reported.
The “errors seen“ are the tokens seen that were recognized at least partially
incorrectly, and the “error ratio” column is the “errors seen” tokens divided
by the total tokens for that mistake-in-context.
Table A.2
phone starts
mistake-in-context mean(var) errors error
Left Mistake Right correct wrong seen ratio
EOW AH EOW 1.26(0.76) 0.93(0.69) 15350 0.725734
EOW DH AH EOW 2.03(0.68) 1.54(1.03) 14636 0.719037
EOW T IH EOW 1.98(0.68) 1.48(1.05) 11218 0.679838
EOW AH V EOW 2.17(0.72) 1.51(0.99) 9348 0.731055
EOW IH T EOW 2.17(0.86) 1.56(1.15) 8676 0.722097
EOW IH N EOW 2.27(1.05) 1.83(1.41) 6561 0.728919
EOW AH M HH AH M EOW 4.90(0.47) 4.19(2.44) 3278 0.816032
EOW ER EOW 0.93(0.81) 1.09(0.81) 5307 0.637324
EOW IH Z EOW 2.24(1.04) 1.73(1.31) 4402 0.653213
EOW AE N D EOW 2.97(0.74) 1.98(1.49) 11721 0.543343
EOW W AH Z EOW 3.17(0.89) 2.19(1.74) 3897 0.653092
EOW IH F EOW 2.24(0.86) 1.93(1.45) 2504 0.702779
EOW AE T EOW 2.15(0.76) 1.56(0.96) 1930 0.752730
EOW K AY N D EOW 4.11(0.88) 2.74(1.92) 1764 0.776750
EOW EH Z EOW 2.08(0.71) 1.93(1.30) 1635 0.799511
EOW W AH T EOW 3.15(0.80) 2.34(1.59) 2916 0.630759
EOW G OW IH N EOW 4.46(1.06) 2.78(2.22) 1600 0.771828
EOW IH T S EOW 3.32(1.04) 2.23(1.77) 4339 0.566671
EOW K AH N EOW 3.33(0.78) 2.78(1.76) 1421 0.742812
EOW DH EH N EOW 3.38(0.96) 2.73(1.78) 1513 0.696914
Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page
phone starts
mistake-in-context mean(var) errors error
Left Mistake Right correct wrong seen ratio
EOW AH N EOW 2.52(0.96) 1.56(1.17) 1029 0.842062
EOW DH AH M EOW 3.36(0.82) 2.57(1.71) 1256 0.737522
EOW AW T EOW 2.14(0.86) 1.70(1.19) 1254 0.690529
EOW D UW EOW 2.27(0.98) 1.68(1.35) 2771 0.571222
EOW W EH N EOW 3.18(0.83) 2.35(1.68) 1359 0.668799
EOW W EH R EOW 3.07(0.62) 2.25(1.42) 1114 0.712276
EOW D OW N EOW 3.21(0.95) 2.04(2.32) 3370 0.554094
EOW AY M EOW 2.29(1.04) 1.78(1.21) 2643 0.568754
EOW HH AE D EOW 3.14(1.00) 2.50(1.66) 1233 0.671935
EOW Y UW Z EOW 3.20(1.15) 2.07(1.51) 738 0.840547
EOW W AA N T EOW 4.20(1.03) 3.01(1.80) 826 0.782938
EOW S AO R T EOW 4.15(0.97) 2.59(1.81) 770 0.786517
EOW DH IH S EOW 3.33(0.88) 2.75(2.22) 1937 0.583785
EOW HH UW EOW 2.36(1.22) 1.64(1.05) 964 0.701601
EOW D IH D EOW 3.37(0.76) 2.63(2.23) 865 0.706699
EOW D IH N T EOW 4.43(0.86) 3.34(2.92) 746 0.748996
EOW HH AE Z EOW 3.18(1.03) 2.69(1.71) 681 0.731472
EOW HH IY EOW 1.98(0.84) 1.58(1.20) 1179 0.609302
EOW W AH L EOW 3.02(0.95) 2.29(2.11) 495 0.860870
EOW AH P EOW 2.26(0.92) 2.13(1.23) 1116 0.612178
EOW W ER EOW 2.18(0.97) 1.65(1.25) 1468 0.577498
EOW HH AH EOW 1.66(0.77) 1.28(1.12) 556 0.760602
EOW JH IH S T EOW 4.15(0.95) 2.97(2.67) 3046 0.533263
EOW AA N EOW 1.92(0.85) 1.73(1.08) 2052 0.550282
EOW IH M EOW 2.56(1.26) 1.97(1.42) 428 0.886128
EOW OW N L IY EOW 4.12(0.71) 2.96(2.12) 491 0.802288
EOW DH AH N EOW 3.47(0.97) 2.88(2.04) 592 0.727273
EOW B IH N EOW 3.28(0.99) 2.62(1.53) 853 0.635618
EOW K AA Z EOW 3.38(0.73) 2.75(1.53) 366 0.958115
EOW DH OW EOW 2.78(1.03) 1.93(1.27) 404 0.865096
EOW AY V EOW 2.14(0.85) 1.90(1.14) 852 0.618287
EOW HH AW EOW 2.25(1.11) 1.73(1.47) 1261 0.571882
EOW W IH TH EOW 3.33(1.07) 2.52(1.91) 1754 0.547954
EOW EH EOW 1.50(1.00) 0.99(0.77) 301 0.974110
EOW HH AH M EOW 4.00(0.00) 2.44(1.48) 284 0.986111
EOW Y IH R EOW 3.03(0.94) 2.41(1.24) 486 0.689362
EOW AY D EOW 2.41(1.22) 2.20(1.13) 344 0.807512
Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page
phone starts
mistake-in-context mean(var) errors error
Left Mistake Right correct wrong seen ratio
EOW W AH N EOW 3.19(1.00) 2.56(1.78) 1330 0.552096
EOW AE M EOW 2.78(2.42) 1.97(1.32) 292 0.856305
EOW N UW EOW 2.25(1.54) 1.77(1.61) 443 0.683642
EOW AY L EOW 2.09(0.43) 1.70(1.27) 260 0.918728
EOW HH ER EOW 2.20(1.05) 1.52(1.28) 383 0.701465
EOW Y EY EOW 0.00(0.00) 0.47(0.45) 221 0.995495
EOW B AY EOW 2.30(1.22) 2.39(1.22) 502 0.638677
EOW AA EOW 0.92(0.77) 1.25(1.02) 1336 0.538059
EOW IY T EOW 2.16(0.82) 1.75(1.48) 225 0.855513
EOW EH N D EOW 0.83(0.63) 0.76(0.71) 221 0.772727
EOW OW N EOW 2.52(0.86) 1.97(1.31) 261 0.681462
EOW K OW L D EOW 1.23(0.95) 0.40(0.29) 189 0.707865
Table A.2: Word internal mistakes-in-context.
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